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TUESDAY — APRIL 8. I
Selected As A Hest All Round Kentucky CoMinUn
ity NeWapaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

•

United Press International

rid Drug Store demonstrefte
strong, and Janne% Jarrett
is store is lending the young
Older Youth Conference in

In Our 80th Year

Seen&Heard KEA Opens
Today In
Around
Murray
Louisville

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, April 9, 1969
Ten Persons Are
Fined In Court Of
Judge Jake Dunn

10* Per Copy

Vol. LXXXX No. 84

Two Members Of ROTCStaff
Decorated On April Four

Z. C.Enix Is
I Named Head,
Lions Club

Ten persons were charged,
entered pleas of guilty, and
were fined in the City Court
Two members of the Murray officer and instructor from June
of City Judge William H. (Jake)
State University ROTC detach- 1967 through February 1969.
Dunn during the past week.
May Peps are up, aix inches
ment were decorated in separ"His keen sense of mission
high.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. tro — The Records show the following ocate ceremonies April 4, by Col. urgency and extensive military
Kentucky Education Association curred:
Eff W. Birdsong, Professor of knowledge made him uniquely
Z. C. Enix, prominent civic
Lady calls us last night to say KEA opened its annual threeMilitary Science at Murray valuable as an instructor to stuleader and proprietor of Enix
'Continued From Page One)
T D. McCuiston, public drunshe also has a clear Coca Cola day convention here today with
State,
Interiors, was elected president
dents who were in their basic
kenness, two charges, fined
bottle.
ng each two rolls of films for
12,000 educators expected.
Major Raymond Wright was stages of military development."
of the Murray Lions Club Tues$15.00
and
costs
$4.60
on
each
hese cameras.
The convention will end Friawarded the Bronze Star for
day evening at the regular club
Major Johnson is currently in
Mrs. Carl Hopkins of Farming- day with the election of new charge.
While in Washington,
meritorious service while serv- an Army student status to quameeting at the Murray WoP.
D.
Moore,
driving
ton
while
Route Two says she has a officers.
Fill be taking part in •
ing as Senior Advisor, 3rd Bat- lify for his master's
man's Club House. He will be
intoxicat
degree
ed,
at
amended
to
clear Coke bottle and a clear
reckGov. Louie B. Nunn and Bel
erence in citizenship and
talion, 44th Regiment, Army of Murray State.
installed in June, succeeding
Dr. Pepper bottle.
Kaufman, author of "Up the less driving, fined $100.00 costs
rship along with 241 ot
the Republic of Vietnam.
Codie Caldwell.
$4.50.
L I. Bele
Down Staircase," will address
I members from Kentucky
Major Anthony Johnson was
Enix has served as 3rd vice
K. 0. Outland, reckless drivRemember the slogan "Lucky a delegate amenably of the KEA
re freshmen and sophoen
awarded
president, 2nd vice president
the
Evelyn
first
Mamba
Oak
Leaf
ing,
fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
Strike green has gone to war". Friday.
high school. They will heat
and currently is serving as 1st
J. E. Stephenson, improper
That's when the Lucky package
Dr. Kenneth Fates, Bowling
peeches by nationally known
vice president of Lions Club.
(Pictures on Pogo Two)
changed colors. For some rea- Green, KEA
peakers such as Tom Wessel,
president-elect, passing, amended to disorderHe has held various other ofson the green is made with Friday will succeed Martha Dell ly conduct, fined $15.00 costs
istorian, with the Smithson.
fices and has headed several
something that was important Sanders, Paducah, as KEA $4.50.
in Institute, Miss Dorothy
All 4-H members in the PurCluster to the Army _commendscommittees in the local club.
W.
L.
Dodson,
to
unnecess
the
war
ary
merson, National 4-H Found*
effort. That's the president. Mrs. Sanders is a
tion medal for rendering ex- chase area interested in 4-H
He and his wife Martha live
same time the green left Coke candidate for the National Edu- noise, fined $10.00 costs $4.50.
ion consultant, and Dr. Robe4
11
ceptionally meritorious service meat animal judging beef, swine
Kingswood Drive.
on
U.
U.
DeForest
,
and Dr. Pepper bottles.
no cab card
cation Association presidency.
tauer, foreign correspond
while serving in concurrent pos- and sheep are urged to attend
Other officers elected were:
Estes is director of the feder- in unit, fined $19.00 costs $4.30.
'Rh the State Department.
itions as supply officer and RO- the first training meeting to
Lester Nanny, 1st vice presiW. C. Lamar, no operating
W. have no idea if such bottles ally financed curriculum imThey will also take field trips
TC Instructor at Murray State. be held Friday, April 11, at
dent, Joe Pat Ward, 2nd vice
are worth anything or not, but provement program at Western authority in Kentucky, fined
National memorials and goy.
seven
p.m.
at
the
Major Wright was cited for
Graves Counpresident, Rex Thompson, 3rd
since we are bottle collectors, Kentucky University. Mrs. San- $50.00 costa $4.50.
The fifth traffic collision for
rnment facilities in the Wash"distinguishing himself by mer- ty Agricultural Extension office
vice president, John Belt, secG. U. Willcughby, public Philippine-born
we were glad to find this one. ders directs the Paducah school
the
month
igton Area. This includes tours
of
April
in
the
the
in
city
cowt house at Mayfielok
Evelyn Man- itorious service in connection
retary, Frank Fazi, treasurer,
system's professional improve- drunkenneu, fined $15.00 costa-dac, the brilliant young sopra- with military operation
f FBI headquarters, the RetJohn Vaughn, area extensiod of Murray was investigated by Finis Griffith, Lion Tamer, and
s against
$4.50.
New yeti can't knock bottle col- ment program.
the
Murray
inal Archives, National CathPolice
no whose extensive repertoire a hostile force."
specialist in beet .production,
Department Joe Pat Trevathan, tail twister.
_
H. R. Barnes, reckless driv- of orchestral
t- leeting. One way to look at it
Delegate assembly meetings
Arlington
dral,
Cemetery,
and oratorio
"Throughout his assignment and -Glen Sims, areirextension on Tuesday at 10:05 a.m. No Howard Koenen and Chuck
ing,
amended
to
'is
and
disorderl
business
if
a
y eon- /works makes her a favoritsi Major Wright displayed tho- agent in youth, said that due injuries were reported.
fellow finds enjoyment
sessions and soee's Mansion, The Lincoln,
Simons were elected as directcollecting junk like that, good cializing will feature today's and duct; fined $10.00 costs $4.50. with the country's leading or rough knowledge of his realm -to the importance of this meet- -.Cars involved were a 1969
efferson and Iwo Jima Memor
ors. W. B. McCuiston and R. L.
J.
P.
Wilson,
Thursday
reckless driving, chestras, will appear at MW'- of responsibilities and
luck to him. It is difficult en's sessions.
Plymouth
four
ing,
door
any
kis. While at Arlington Come)
driven
person
b
wishing
to
pareffected
Cooper will continue to serve
fined $20.00 costs $4.50.
ough to find happiness someray State University April 14.
iry they will place a wreath on
a number of innovations which ticipate in the state contest John Thomas Sheppard of as directors for - one more year.
times, so if an old bottle brings
Farmington Route One and a
le Tomb of the Unknown
Sponsored by the Murray Ci- greatly enhanced the effective- must attend to be eligible.
Speaker for the evening
a sense of attainment, possessThe meeting will be held in- Comet four door driven by Ru- meeting was Jim Biggs, Directvic Music Association, the con- ness of combat operations conDidier.
ion, accomplishment, or what
cert is scheduled for 8:15 p.m. ducted by the highly versatile side and will be designed to by Hale Barnes of 1623 Miller or of the Upward Bound proOn Wednesday afternoon they
have you, that's perfectly all
3 by boat down the Potomac_
in the university auditorium. It Vietnamese unit against the help each member learn the Avenue.
Murray State University.
right.
Police said the Sheppard car ject at
parts of meat animals and their
is open to association members enemy."
iver to Mount Vernon and
Mr. Biggs is a native of Hendwas
driving
into the parking erson, and a 1966 graduate
sit
in Murray, Paducah and Paris
George
Washington's
The citation accompanying desired conformation and other
of
and Martin. Tenn., and to Mur- the award coicluded, "Major information pertaining to meat lot on South 5th Street going Murray State. He has held his
ome.
These mini-skirts can be unray State students.
They also visit with their
Wright's perfamance was in animal judging. Other meet- west. Mrs. Barnes was parked present position for the past
settling to a fellow our age.
enators and Congressmen from
A product of both Oberlin keeping with the highest tradi- ings will be held outside later up next to the north side of sear. Biggs pointed out the pursity; state Health CommissionBy GLEN CARPINTER
entucky.
er Dr. Russell E. Teague, and College and the Juilliard School tion of the United States Army in the summer where actual the Parker's Food Market, start- pose of Upward Bound is to
ed backing out, and failed to
When • speaker at a college
This group will be available"
LEXINGTON, Ky. (UPI) — Whitney M. Young Jr., execu- of Music, the 24-year-old Filip- and reflects great credit upon judging will take place.
increase dramtically the coldelivers an obscene, uncouth, The costs of education are
The purpose of these meet- I see the Sheppard car, according lege-going among youngster
ir a report to any youth group,
con- tive director of the National ino is currently appearing with himself and the military sers
to
the
bitter message arnt is still de- tinuing to skyrocket
police
ings
is
report.
the
[vie club, church or school
to
help
orchestra
members qualis of Dallas, Hono- vice."
, and any- Urban League.
who have been denied, or deDamage
fy
seribed as a man of intellect, one who doesn't believe
to
the
to
roup or homemakers club or
Sheppard
lulu,
participat
car
Phoenix and the Lincoln
e in the State
Major Wright was assigned
Gov. Louie B Nunn did not
themselves access to highit can
was on the left quarter panel nied
and ideals, then it is time for leaf through the
thers that would like to hear
49-page operat- attend the meeting, but his Center for Performing Arts to the ROTC Department at Meat Animal Judging contest
er education.
and
a
the
to
to
Barnes
be held at the University of
car on the
ieir report.
re-evaluation and redefine- ing budget of the Universit chairman's position was taken where she has sung in Philhar- Murray State upon his return
The Lions Club will hold
y
ment of some of our words.
from Vietnam March 25. He is Kentucky later in the summer. right rear fender.
of Kentucky for the 1969-1970 by Vice ChairMan Albert Clay. monic Hall.
their annual mop and broom
Another collision occurred on
She appears annually with a native of Oklahoma City and
Racal year.
Thirsday, April 3, at 8:55 am, sale on April 22. The Lions, as
Rep. William
the Oratorio Society of New a graduate of Oklahoma State
Scherle of Iowa
The record budget, which was
sisted by members of ATO frathat has not been reported in
has introduced a bill in con- approved unanimously
York during a busy recital sche- University.
ternity will canvass the city in
and unthe
Ledger
gress which would authorise besitantly by the
&
dule
Times.
that
this
Major
Johnson
year
was
cited
includes
for
the sale and proceeds will be
university
ederal State Market New
the minting of all quarter dol- board of trustees
Cars involved were a 1967
San Antonio, St. Paul, Cleve- displaying "unusual qualities of
Tuesday, proused for sight conservation and
ervice, Tuesday, April 8, 19ff
Dodge
lar pieces with a likeness of vides for the proposed
two
door
Lance
land,
driven
and
E.
by
Booth
Neleadershi
Turin,
has
p and professional asfiled for
Italy. She
other projects. :ohnny McDouexpenentucky Pumhase Area Hog
thia
Don
the late former President diture of $88.9 million.
Faircloth
the
spends
of
office
Benton
of
her
Sheriff of Caaosummer seasons tuteness" as the ROTC supply
gal and Rex Thompson are coThat
'arta Report Includes 10 BuyDwight D. Eisenhower. The like- represents an increase
way County subject to the Pal- Route One and a 1969 Barracu- chairmen of the sale.
each year with the Santa Fe
of $56
ig Stations.
da
two
door
ness of George Washington now million over the current
driven
Opera.
by
Election
Robert
------on Tuesday, May
— -fiscal
ecipts 2264 Head, Barrows nin#
James Coleman former resE. Langenfeld of Centralia, Ill.
graces the quarter and it has year.
V.
Miss Itemise received her
ilts Fully 50 cents Lower:
ident
of
Murray,
died
Tuesday
Police
said both cars were
been used since 1932. Before
Booth is head of the Security
"This is the largest budget at 12:30 p. m. He was stricken basic musical training in the
)ws Steady to Weak.
that it was Liberty standing and ever to be enacted
Force on the campus of Murray going south on South 12th
by the board at his home in Winston-Salem, Philippine Islands and earned
S 2-3 200-240 lbs 320.00-20.50,
Street when Langenfeld slowed
before that it was the head of of trustees of this
State University.
instftution," N. C., and was pronounced her degree at the University of
Few Select 1-2 320.75;
Liberty and before that it was said Executive Vice
The funeral for Rodney C
This makes the sixth candid- down for the traffic light and
President dead on arrival ata hospital the Philippines.
S 2-4 190440 lbs $19.25-20.
Liberty seated, and before that Dr. A. D. Albright, who
Her repertoire includes "La Watkins, age 84, of Paducah ate for the office of sheriff. Mrs. Faircloth failed to see him
was there.
S 2-4 230-260 lbs 318.75-19
it was the head of Liberty. The in charge of preparing
Boheme," 'Don
Pasquale." was held Monday at two p.m. at Others are M. C. Major, John slowing and hit the Langenfeld
it.
S 3-4 250-260 lbs $18.25-18.
Coleman,
age
50,
had retired "The Magic
first quarter was struck in
Flute," "The Mar- the Collier Funeral Home Cha- B. Watson, James E. King, :ar in the rear.
Albright noted, however, that due to s heart condition.
OWS:
Damage to the Dodge was on
1796.
pel, Benton.
Clyde .Steele, and John Lowery
the budget did not measure up
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. riage of Figaro" and "TuranS 1-2 270-350 lbs $17.25-18.00:
the right fender and grill and
Rev. Eura Mathis. Rev. Jack Parker.
to what he termed the "bench. Margaret Coleman of Winston- dot."
S 1-3 300-550 lbs $16.75-17.25;
Naler, and Rev. Julian Warren
Six other persons have filed to the Barracuda on the rear
The Common Market has the of- mark," or mean, of other sim- Salem, N. C.; his father and
S 2-3 500-650 lbs 316.00-17.00.
officiated. Burial was in the for the office of Councilmen Jack lid and bumper.
ficial name of the European ilar universities in nearby stepmother, Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
The other three collisions this
Utley Cemetery.
for the City of Murray.
The Fiscal Court of Calloway
Economic Community and is states. "We are just under that Coleman of Murray Route Five;
month occurred April 3 on the County m(t
Mr.
Watkins
was
retired
a
Prentice
L.
Lassiter,
Preston
mark,"
the United States.
in regular session
he
said.
composed of six nations, Belone son, Private James R. Colefarmer and a member of the W. Ordway, and Heron B. West Liberty Parking lot, April 4 at Tuesday morning in the
A thought for the day •
Rejects Perm Offer
gium. France, Italy, Laterman, serving with the U. S. MachamNorth 7th and Chestnut Streets, bers of County
Olive United Methodist Church. have filed in Ward A. James
Acting UK President Dr. A. rines at Parris Island, S. C.
enjamin Franklin said, "Ke
Judge Hall Mcbourg, the Netherlands, an d
A 4-H recreational training Survivors are his wife. Mrs.
and
on
April
5
on
Poplar
Street
Allbritte
n
and
Roy C. Starks
at goes a borrowing goes 10
Cuiston with the judge presidWest Germany. They banded D. Kirwan announced that the
Also surviving are three Ma- meeting will be held at the
at Starks Hardware Parking lot. ing.
Towing."
together on January 1, 1958 and UK Research Foundation board tsu% Mrs. Buddy Humphreys Community Center, Ellis Drive, Bertie Watkins; two sons. Hen- are candidates in Ward B.
No
injuries
and
ry
Robert
Watkins
have
of
been
Pareported
agreed to work towards a cus- of directors had met earlier in of 907 North 18th Street, Mrs. on Thursday, April 10, at two
in any of the city collisions this
ducah; six daughters. Mrs. BeuSalaries for the officers of
toms union and free flow of the day and rejected a $2.6 mil Ora Lee Farris of 1610 Dod- p.m.
month, according to the police Calloway County for the
lah Mathis of Hardin Route
next
goods and services. France ve- lion offer for Maine Chance son, and Mrs. Rex Diuguid of
Glen Sims, area extension One, Mrs. Sally Beard and Mrs.
reports
four years were approved. This
toed the admission of Great Bri- farm by Dr. Arnold G. Pessin 104 South 10th Street; one bro- agent in youth, and Kathy Sey- Pauline
Riley
Benton,
of
Mrs.
is required each four years pritain in 1963 and again in 1967. and Rex C. Ellsworth. The trus- ther, Loman Coleman of High- mour, area extension specialist Allie Hinkle,
Mrs Bessie Bolor to the election of officers.
tees endorsed the research land Park, Mich.
In recreation, will conduct the len, and Mrs. Estelle Townsend,
The oficerCsalaries and exFuneral services will be held workshop for all teen 4-H club
Walked around the Yard the foundation's action.
all of Paducah; sister, Mrs. Bess
Workshops on "Planning Your
penses for thi office including
Of the supporting Income-for Thursday in Winston-Salem, N. members and members
other
of
Reed ,of Benton; 27 grandchil- Home" will be taught in Calpersonnel help were approved.
(Continued en Pegs Ten) the budget, the State's appro- C., with burial to follow in 4-H
clubs.
dren; 35 great grandchildren; loway County on April 29, May
West Virginia Pulp and Paper Some changes were made in
priation was the largest at $51.9 Wadesboro, N. C. The Vogler
four great great grandchildren. 6, and May 13, according to
million, up $4.8 million from Funeral Home of Winston-Saa Company which is locating a the salaries and expenses of the
newsletter from Mrs. Barletta new paper mill in Western Ken- various offices.
the previous allocation. On spe- lem, N. C., is in charge of the
Wrather, area extension leader, tucky is sponsoring a tree
Grover W. James who has
cial interest in the gifts and arrangements.
to the Homemakers of Calloway planting program in this area. served as bookkeeper for the
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Diuguid
grants section was an increase
County.
by the UK Athletic Association and Mrs. Ora Lee Farris of
Fro.s. Istiormallessi
Four-H members and mem- Calloway County Road DepartWillard Ails of the Murrayof from $20,000 last year to Murray left today to meet their
Anyone
bers
planning
of other youth organizat- ment for the past seven years
to
build
or
brother and and wile, Mr. and Calloway County Hospital is the
$44.,
.-10 this year.
ions
remodel
can
receive up to 1000 free asked that his services be terwithin
five
years
will
by United Press International
"Most of this money will go Mrs. Leman Coleman of High- scheduled speaker at the meetFuneral services for Clovis be interested in the workshops. trees provided they have land minated due to his other work
Mostly cloudy and mild to- to upgrading the
band," Kir- land Park, Mich., at Lexington. ing of the Haiel Woman's Club A. (Jack) Wade of Route Two, Topics to be discussed are Sel- available for planting. This is and his health.
day through Thursday with scat- wan said.
The Court accepted the resigThey will then leave for Win- to be held Thursday, April 10, Paris, Tenn., were held today ecting the
House Plan, How to a good opportunity to get trees
tered showers and windy. High
The budget provides for a ston-Salem for the funeral on at seven p.m.
at 1:30 p.m. at the LeDon Cha- Plan A Good Kitchen, House- fqr reforestation and get in- nation with regret and expresstoday in the mid 70s to low 80s. $2.4 million increase
"Drugs" is the subject for his pel, Paris, with Rev.
in salaries Thursday.
Bonnie hold Storage, Planning Family volved in the 4-H forestry pro- ed their appreciation for the
Low tonight upper 50s and low for university personnel
discussion, according to the Sykes of the Cottage
fine work by James for the
, which
Grove Mr Room, Bath, and Utility Room, ject.
1104
scheduled program.
past seven years.
would amount to about a 5 per
thodist Church officiating.
Lighting
and Wiring, Color SelMrs. Olga Freeman will have
Douglas Shoemaker, clerk,
cent hike, Albright said. This
Orders should be placed withPallbearers
were
Dorris ection, and Floor 'Coverings.
Kentucky Lake: 7 a.m. 356.7, would keep universit
the
devotion.
Mrs. Billy Adams Wade, Milton Wade, Lloyd Stepin the next two weeks. Orders read the minutes, and Gordon
y employes
up 0.2; no gates open, below just above the
and
Mrs. Hughes Bennett will hens, Harvey „Stephens, Dayron
Preregistration is requested can be placed at the Calloway Moody, treasurer, gave his recbst-of-living inBy DARRELL MACK
darn 306.8. up 0.9.
be the hostesses.
crease last year of just over 4
Gallimore, and Byron Galli- in order that materials may be County Extension Office whore port. Claims were approved by
HOUSTO
N
(UPI)
The
—
first
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 356.6, per cent.
more. Burial was in the Walker prepared. Hoinemakers' mem- these orders will be sent in at the court.
human to be given a heart
up OA below dam 310.0,
bers are asked to send their the same times.
Various other problems conThe community colleges will made by
Cemetery.
fellow
a
human
died
0.4.
name and address in with the
cerning roads and other items
receive $577,625 more in fiscal Tuesday.
Wade,
age
56.
died
Monday
But
the verdict on the
Sunrise- 511; sunset 616. 1970 than this year, not
were 'discussed by the court.
morning at the Henry County monthly reports of the secrecount- artificial heart — which kept
Moon rises '1:46 a.m.
taries of the county homemakPresent for the meeting were
ing a separate $330,000 alloca- him alive until
General
Hospital,
Paris,
Tenn.
a human donor
Vacation Bible School Clinics
ers clubs.
magistrates Dewey Swell, Notion to the new Madisonville could
He
was
born
Septembe
r
9,
be found — remained in for the churches in the Blood
FIVE-DAY ,-PORICAST
ble Brandon, Roy Burkeen,
college.
1912 in Henry County. the son
doubt.
LOULSVILLE. Ky. (UPI) —
River Baptist Association will of James Otley Wade, who
-$14 Million For Nuptial
Two Murray State University Thurston Furches, Cecil Holland
surHaskell Karp, 47, of Skokie, be held the latter part of
The five-day Kentucky weather
this
The trustees approved specif- Ill.,
faculty members in the psycho- and George Robert Lassiter.
lived twice as long with month, according to the "Blood vives, and the late Novie Nance
outlook, Thursday through Mon- ication and plans
logy department participated on Cecil Taylor was unable to atWade. He was married May 6,
for a $14 the artificial heart as with
the
day.
River
Baptist Bulletin" publish- 1939 to the former Ruby Call
million Veterans Administrat
the program of the 1969 con- tend.
transplanted organ he received ed by Earl Warlord,
Temperatures will average 2 ion hospital to be
Mission- and she survives. He was a
Others present ;:vere Judge
vention of the American Perbuilt just Monday morning.
to 6 degrees below the normal south of the present Universit
ary.
member of Cottage Grove Mcsonnel and Galidance Associat- McCuiston, County Attorney Roy
But
the
man-made
device
64-70 highs and 40-50 lows.
The clinic for Marshall CounMedical Center. A contract for
Joseph William Howard, Jr., ion in Las Vegas, Nev., last bert 0. Miller, Clerk Shoemakwhich its designer said could ty will be held on Tuesday, thodist Church and was a retirRainfall will average from a construction of the hospital,
er, Treasurer Moody, Road
ed farmer of the Hico Com- died Tuesday at the Henry week.
to have prolonged ICarp's life for
half to an inch Thursday and contain 370 beds, is to
April 29, and the clinic for munity. He was a member
County General Hospital, ParThey are: Dr. Ben Humph- Treasurer James, and Jailer
be let up to six months is coming
of
un- Calloway County will be held
Ats the first of next week.
July 1 with completion by Sept.
reys, chairman of guidance; and Huel C. Jones.
der attack from the National on Wednesday, April 30. The Marshall Lodge 108 F&AM. is Tenn.
1, 1971, according to UK Vice
Survivors
deceased
include
Varro Clark. assistant professor
retTred
was
The
his
a
wife,
Heart Institute and Dr. Denton time and place will be announcPresident for Business Affairs
father, and one daughter, Karen merchant, farmer, and real of psychology.
NOW YOU KNOW
A. Cooley's superiors in Hous- ed later.
FINED
Robert Kerley.
Wade of Paris Route Two; one estate agent. He is survived by
Dr. Humphreys was a preton.
Three honorary law degrees
son, Larry 'doe Wade of Tupe- one daughter, Mrs. Alex Martin senter in a session entitled by United
Press International
Preliminary Came
Jackie D Glass of Shady Oaks are to be
THRUM! CITID
lo, Mini.; four sisters, Mrs. Vir- of Paris, Tenn.
conferred during the
"An Approach to Developing a
The preliminary cause of
Trailer Court. Murray. was fin- commencement
ginia Gallimore of Puryear,
exercises May Karp's death
Funeral
services
held
will
be
State
Program of Elementary
The mottled orange - brown
was given as reed $2850 for speeding in Mc- 12. The trustees
Three persons were cited by Tenn., Mrs. Fay Gibson
approved the jection complicat
a n d Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at the School
Guidance
Services." and white parasitic stinking
ed by pneu- the Murray Police Department Mrs,
Cracken County Court, accord- honorary degrees
Marjorie Thompson of LeDon Chapel. Ridgeway Morti- Clark served as a chairman in
for Dr. Thom- monia and kidney
corpse lily has. the largest
failure but a on Tuesday. They were two for Perry,
ing to the court report publish- as D. Clark,
Fts., anct-- Mrs. Satiny cians. Paris, Tenn.
emeritus distin
on 'oup Counsel- all blooms measuring
ed in a Paducah nev.spaper
up to 3
guished professor of the univer- complete autopsy was schedul- unnecessary noise and one for Glisson of Arlington •Heights,
Burial will be in the Murray ing with the Student in Acade- feet across
ed.
and attaining a
public drunkenness.
snic•Difficelty."
City Cemetery here.
weight of 15 pounds.

Chree Youths

Philippine
Soprano To
Perform Here

Animal Judging
Training Meeting
To Be On Friday

Five Wrecks
Reported In
City,April

Cost Of Education Is On
Way Up; UK $89 Million

Hog Market

Lance E. Booth
Files For Sheriff

Coleman Dies
On Tuesday

Rodney C. Watkins
Funeral Is Held

Salaries For
Year OK'd By
Fiscal Court

Recreational Meet
Planned Thursday

ICE
RR'S

Planning Your Home
Workshops Will Be
For Homemakers
Free 'frees May Be
Received From Firm

'irst of April

Willard All* Is
Speaker For Hazel

WEATHER REPORT

IEPAIR

Final Rites Held
At LeDon Chapel
For Jack Wade

Heart Recipient
Dies On Tuesday

Clinics For Bible
School Planned

TURDAY

Local Instructors
Participate At Meet

Paris Man Dies;
Funeral Thursday
With Burial Here
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CAPS KE11161:DY - Astronaut =gene A. Cornea,
wbo is to pilot a spacecraft closer to the moon than mesa
has ever gone:
"We expect a fantastic view. We've men photographs
from 60 miles. We can only extrapolate really what mOVIng aa•ose that surface at eight to ten miles might be."
WAISHINOOTON - King HUMSein of Jordon, on
Mee In the Mideast.
thin the very near future, we can either move
001111111111 our objective, a just and honorabie peace, or We
001 hoe the opportunity to establish peace."
ITZWARK, N.J.- Mrs Della James, 68, refusing
siedleal attention for her dog. Dotty, who fought Off
three attackers deo:Ate'a bullet wound in the nose:
"Illy baby took care of me and I'm going to take care
at her."
CHICAGO - &Hal Stevenson TEL celebrating the
victory of a candidate for alderman whom be becks&
against Mayor Richard J. Daley's political machine:
"Bin Singers victory is . . a hopeful signal for a
new Chicago, for better government in Chicago and a
Democratic party whicti is more democratic."

Ten Years Ago Today
IZIKHOlt•Tunas

nix

"MI" Lasater, son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
allied April 7 in Detroit, Mich.
Dr. Ladle C. Rerrold was appointed head of the
Health and Physical leducaUon Department at Morehead
State Ooilege. He is married to the former Phyllis Farmau' of Murray.
James lit Limiter was named chairman of the Murray Board of Zoning Adjustment. Other officers are
Burgess Parker and James C. Williams.
The Nature's Palette Oerden Club held its first
flower show at the American Legion Hall The show was
named -The Call of Spring" with the general theme of
"Return of the Daffod.Us" being used,
_lama

To sum ia the Formosan freighter Union Faith after colliding with
an oil barge under that Mississippi River bridge at New Orleans.
Hours later 26 crewmen
were missing Darkness is blamed for the disaster
AM NON Slim

Centennia Scrapbook MA
64.4,SAW*
25-t

"Two archeological expeditions may
soon unravel a riddle surrcunding
one of the world's wonders." says a 1969 announcement from National Geographic Society. One or two riddles have persisted since
John Wesley Powell began, in 1869, intenRive bcttorn-level exploration of the most
awesome open cavity in the country.
Powell, a native of Mount Morris, New
York. was a 27-year-old teacher of natural
science when he volunteered in the Union
forces. DAL He was a one-armed major of
artillery ithe arm was lost in the Battle
of Bliflolit, 1965, wise returned to teachhig as
a professor of geology at Illinois Normal,

Lessner, was

by Lt.
C. Ives at the lower end le ISM.
'Powers daring f cerise y with nine men
clown

the

als, furs and cattle.
More
hero later about the effect of
Powell discoveries which left
some riddles urusilved.i
CLARK KINNAIRD

Checkoff List for Sitters
ALBANY, N
When the babysitter arrives, don't dash out without first having a few hundred words.
To allow enough tune,
suggest that the sitter arrive at least 15 minutes before your scheduled departure.
The New York State
Health Department lists
these pointers on how to
brief your sitter:
•Provide an information
sheet with addresses and
phones where you can be
reached, phone of fire and
police department, doctor's
name and number, hospital
emergency room phon e,
neighbor's name and phone.
If you live in an apartment,
give janitor or superintendent's name and number,
too.
•Tell her whet time pie
will return. Explain what to
feed baby, at what time.
how to prepare it, and
where it is.
• How to regulate heat
In the house.
• Fears and habits of
child. If older child, his
likes or dislikes.
• Privileges you will allow regarding television,
stereo, phone, food and
friends.

• Tell sitter what to do
in case of fire. Stress that
children should be evacuated immediately if the
sitter suspects fire. Culling
the fire department comes
second. -Everyone out" is
the first rule.
• Tell your sitter how
often you want the sleeping
children checked.
"You can safeguard
against accidents by taking
two precautions when you
hire a sitter," the department reports in its publication. "Health News."
-Never choose a sitter
casually, and, always give
the sitter full instructions."
Other suggestions:
• When hiring a sitter
you do not know personally,

%tart of Poveil e•pediSkin hi the Green Riser, %y-

6

inelit on references and
check them out.
• No matter how good
the references, never hire
a sitter whom you have not
met and talked with.
• In teen-agers look for
signs of maturity, responsibility and genuine interest
in children.
"In the last analysis, your
personal impression is what
counts. If you don't like,
don't hire"

More than 25,000 sous and •
daughters of deceased or permationtly disabled veterans were
receiviog Veterans Administration educational assistance in January 1969.

ii

wASHLNGTON UPI. The number of negroes employed full time by the Agriculture Department has grown from 3,057 tok
5,113 the apartment said today,i
Negro ~dere sow acmes,
for 6.36 per cat of the total
work force, it said, edam there
has also hems ries la
ber of Negroes holding jobs with*
pay $10,000 or more per year.
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normally unnavigable stretches
May 24-Aug. 30, 1869. followed by expeditions in 1871
and 1873. brought recognition
of the immense potentialities
of irrigation farming in vast
stretches that had been assumed arid desert. Before the

Powell surveys. Colorado was
honeyed capable only of producing gold, silver, other met-

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Lord, who seen *Mae in thy tabernacle? who shad
dwell in thy holy hill? --Psalm 15:1.
The answer of the Psalmist, to his own question Is,
-He that walketh uprightly and WOrketh
" SiM speabetil the truth in his heart"

and develcped a consuming interest in the
Grand Canyon of the Colorado River.
Garcia Lopez de Cardenas, an officer of
the Spanish expedition of Coronado, investigated in 1540 the chasm of which Indians
spoke with awe. He fcund It eighteen miles
wide and a mil* deep at some places in 280
winding miles. (The moat spectacular erosion of the Colorado is between the present
Arizona-Utah line and Grand Wash Cliffs in
northern Arizona.i
The only approach to a survey was made

is
Johann, and hmeilly ern Col. Birdsong
after replying react Col. Birdsong
holds hen dongloMrs Cara and Cristo
while Holly stars does to her mother,
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Pittsburgh Tops St. Louis
6-2 In Fourteen Innings
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Sports Parade

caps aren't unprecedented in baseball. Only a few years back
ballplayers made gags about the
By VITO STILLINO
NEW YORK UPI - There was white shoes worn by the Athletics
runs.
6
rollover Van bioGinn. Tom SeaUPI Sports Writer
this thing about their hats and and before that, they laughed thEbewbere in the Natleasel ver twee tagged
for four runs
emselves sick about the green
The New Yost Mets, etve League, Pittsburgh
edged St. In five innings but Cal Koonce how ridiculous they looked. '
yet to win an opening day game Louis 8-4 in 14 limbo,
The Montreal Expos had to and gold bloomer girl type uniforChicago took the low Fames. Met Don
in their tumufibunua eight-your beat 1Philadedphis 74 in
11 inn Mum got the win. The Expos listen to It all spring long and ms the A's had adopted.
Metory, helped to make aue the higs and Atlanta clubbed
Ed Charles, the Mats' third
San built up an 114 lead before after awhile it began getting on
Nalibnial League's latest two Francisco 104.
baseman who used to be with
their
nerves.
they
They
knew
the Meta rallied for four in the
=pensions c.kib didot safer
In the American League, Bos- Used
were an expansion product oper- the A's, remembers how opposthe mine fate.
ton nipped Banknote 5-4 in 12
ating
in the National League for ing clubs snickered at Charlie,
After Joe tbsemer blanked
The Meta owe Montreal a innings, Kansas City edged Mathe first time and they knew they Finley's fancy -uniforms when
hearty welcome to the league nton:a 4-3 in 12 innings, Oak- Pittsburgh for four timings the
weren't exactly the cream of the they first came out.
A
Teenier by losing a wild 11-10 land beat Chicago 54, Seattle Pirates tagged Mel Selma for
crop because 11 they had been, "Everybody was so busy maktwo-run
singles
the
in
14th
by
enellest to the Montreal Expos. topped Catifornis 4-3 and Depinclibitter Manny Sanguillen their original clubs wouldn't have ing fun of our uniforms that
San Diego won a 24 victory troit edged Cleveland 6-2.
BRITISH HOUSEWIVES, who are
Arnold is one of a growing number of
and
Minty Abu to beat the let them go in the first place, they didn't pay much attention
over Houle= in the Int game.
bored at home, hare found a new outlet
Montred blasted four pitch- Cards.
to us and we were in first plac
women taking part in the sport because
but...damn
didn't
it...they
think
Sines the American League's ers for 12 hits include/1g homers
-riding
sidecar.
Mrs. Rose Arnold, 30,
for nearly two months," he says.
"it breaks up the boredom" of her housePinchiiitter
Willie
Smith their hats were that funny.
bee apandon clubs, Seattle and by Jose Laboy, Rusty Staub and
and a mother, helps driver Norman Hanks
hold chores.
smashed Barry Lersh's second
Jim "Mudcat" Grant, who sta- "Then they stopped laughing and
Lam Olty also won, it was a
around a turn in a race at London. Mrs.
Photo from The. Commercial Appeal
pitch for a homer with one on rted the first game in the Expos' we fell back."
weep for the four new clubs
Curiously, all the Expos were
and one out ill the llth to give eistory Tuesday and was chased
villieve boosted the betel of maChicago its dramatic victory early but enjoyed the 11-10 win laughing too at the end of Tuesjor longue teams to 34.
over Philadelphia. Ernie Banks 3ver the filets as much as any- day's ball game with the Meta.
Rama gave up a ftret Inning
drove in the Cubs' first five body else, explained this thing It was the happy laughter of a
U.S. Choice
run bit then checked the AsU . S . Choice
with a pair of hcrners that nib- about the Montreal hats which hall club which had been ridiculed
p, ties on three hits the final eight
KENTUCKY LAKE
1110
spring and then went out and
ed his career total to 476 and are red, white and blue in living
imeinge to beat Don Witsion. Ed
BOWLING LEAGUE
moved him past Sem Musial color and have an ultra modern beat the establishment on th
11.1aba hoosead in the fifth
Monday, April 7, 1ee9
into 10th place on the all-time M with a red curlycue sewn o first day. When Montreal relievaid OM Blown doubled In Tema
W. L
er Carroll Sembera struck out
-On Sixth for San Diego's two Martin Oil
In front.
83 33
Atlanta remained in first
Rod Gasper for the final out, the
"The
other
teams
looking
kept
T. V. Service
'
76% 40% place by beating San Francisco
Expos spilled out of their dugout
'Bank of Murray
73 43 for the second straight game as at our caps and laughing all spring," said the articulate right- and embraced him as if he had
School of Business 61 56
Felix Millen, who hit on the
just nailed down the seventh game
Mutual of Omaha
81 65 face by a pitched ball emitter in hander from Lacooche,
"Every time we'd go some- of the World Series.
Lindsey's
64% 61% the game, slugged the first
"There's a certain feeling evwhere to play an exhibition game
Colonial Bread
41% 74% grand dam of his career in
the the other
Ryan Milk
team would look at us eryone on this ball club has,"
37 79 sixth.
Country Kitchen
and say 'Here come the fellas said Don Bosch, the little Mon30 86
*Murray Lodge
with the funny caps' and "Here treal outfielder who used to be
63% 52%
LB.
High Gems Scratch
come the softball players." Even with the Mets.
"Everybody here feels he has
F. Stalls
the Baltimore Orioles who don't
241
P. Ragsdale
U. S.Choice
234
have the most classic caps them- a chance. Most of us may be
By JOB TOM ERWIN
H. Gamer
selves, let us have it. We don't castoffs but here we know we're
230
The Murray State track team
Mob Owen WIC
happen to think the caps are so going to at least get a chance."
will mime its injuries this week F. Milk
Maury Wills, the all-time re271
funny. I think they're great caps.
and prepare for the Kansas ReM3
Look at them! To me they're cord holder for stolen bases
bay, April 18-9, its next com- R. Pace
240
beautiful. They're, our caps." whose seventh-inning single put
petities.
High Team 3 limes Scratch
By JOE TOM ERWIN
Montreal ahead for good, doesn't
011
4
llie Racers won two events, Murray Lodge
The Murray State baseball
2730
feel Montreal is some kind of
Baseball Gags
the411 and ISO relays, at the High Team Single Game Scratch team which has rolled to an
Sliced LOIN
baseball Siberia.
UMW Meet lest year. Three Murray Lodge
931 reciard, will open its Ohio Val•
The
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about
Montreal's
1111111thets of that sprint relay
High 3 Games Scratch
ley Conference schedule at Min
Positive Thinking
ele beat this seasoe, but the P. Ragsdale
•
Tennessee
Saturday
sites
ex)
Minim ineedier, All-America D. Aliobrook
589 ;taring at the University oh
"I like it here with this club,"
dashime Jbe Freeman, has been T. Hargrove
589 Chattanooga Friday.
he said. "I look at things positihand to replace. Leading candi- F. Stalls
Middle Tennessee is defend1
1
.09
vely. Suppose! was on the expanLB. "
M0
LB. OUC
date for the position is sprintHigh 3 Games WHC
ing OC champion and figures
sion list and passed up. It happener Lee Roy McGinnis, but be P. Ragsdale
687 to be one of the top contenders
ed to some players. I was selectH i -C
BUSH
has a pulled leg muscle that F. Stalls
IGA
860 for the title again this year.
ed. That makes me happy."
may keep him out of action H. Sears
TURNIP
868 The Raiders have a 3-2 record
Wills,
playing
Orange
as
or
if
he
Grape
was
for the meet.
High Team 3 Games WHC
thus far and are 1-0 in the
S ILVAL OSKA
National League
happy, had a pair of doubles, a
Seven other Racers are in- Murray Lodge
3071 OVC. Their conference win is
Eastern Division
single arid a stolen base Tuesday
jured but the week without comMph Individual Averages
over Western. A second game
W. L Pct. GS and while.that delighted Montreal
petition should give most of 13. Neale
193 with the Hilltoppers was called Chicago
1 01.000 - Mayor Jean Drapeau, who tossed
dem time to recover.
'T. Hargrove
because
of darkness in the se- M,ontreal
184
1 01.000 - out the first ball; Expos
Tammy Turner vies the only
PresiDixon
180 oond Wiring.
Pittsburgh
1 01.000 - dent Johnny McHale,
Miter to score in laM week's J. Washer
who also
In their lest series, Murray St. Louis
177
O
1
46 oz. Can
.000
1
° '..).2 Can
was in a front box; and a number
Ittehrmaity at Keetucky Relays. D. Aben
.1 Zan
177 swept three games with Pur- Phila.
1
0 1 .000 1 of fans
Tamer won the 660 yard dash V. Riley
journeyed
who
from
Can176 due, 11-2, 8-4, and 7-0. Two New York
O 1 .000 1 ada,
headily. Coach Bill Cornell en- H. Dunn
it
distressed
the majority
178 other games with Purdue, one
Western Division
tered but five other individuals G. Hodge
of the 44,541 opening day patrons
9
175 with St. Louis, and two with
W. L Pd. GB
in the meet
at Shea Stadium who were Mets'
McNeely
178 North Dakota, scheduled last Atlanta
2 0 1.000 Garner
176 week, were rained out.
Los Ang.
1 0 1.000 ti fans.
Buchanan
Gene Mauch, the Montreal maThe Racers continued their Houston
173
0 1 .000 1
170 torrid hitting against Purdue Cincinnati
ROSENTHAL DIES
IGA
0 1 .000 1 nager, had one thing uppermost
-Terry L Arndt
KELLY
and six of than have batting' San Fran.
0 2 .000 2 In his mind before the game beIGA
Sec.-Treas
averagea
over .300. Catcher
Ban.
I 'J az Jar
BOSTON or - Simon "Si"
Tuesday's Results
15oz. Can
"Getting beat is one thing,"
Phil Hayden is hitting .500, so Montreal 11 New York 10
Rosenthal, who played for the
cond baseman Mike Fitzgerald Chicago 7 Phil& 6, 11 inns.
he said, -but the big thing is
PACKERS SIGN BRADLIT
Boston Red Sox in the 1920s,
.486, third basernem Bob Pay. Pitt. 6 St. Louis 2, 14 inns.
not to lose. mean not to let it
died at a Veterans Hoepital
GREEN RAY fort - The Green lacks .407, outfielder Vito Sa- Atlanta 10 San Fran 2
get away from us if we can get
Monday at the age of 85.
In front."
Rosenthal, who joined the Bay Packers Monday signed vo .368, and outfielder Stanley San Diego 2 Houston 1
The Expos nearly let it get
Only games scheduled
Red Sox in 1921 at the age of Dave Bradley, their No. 2 draft Holman .313.
ME AT BAL LS
Fitzgerald is leading the
Grape or Apple
1/2 Gal.
Teday's Probable Pitchers
away in the ninth when the Mets
16, was injured in a ship ex- choice from Penn State, to a
All Times EST
came up with four runs but held
plosion following the Normandy National Foctball League con- team in RBI's with 9. Scam
and Tim Mappin have 7 each.
Montreal, Stoneman 0-1 at on.
invasion in 1944 and confined to tract.
Pitchers Dave Gourieux and New York, McAndrew 4-7, 2 "Greatest opening game
Bradley, a 6-foot4, 248-pounda wheel chair the rest of his
evWayne
Davis
er,
will be tried at guard and
both have 2-0 re- p. m.
life.
er!" Mauch exulted afterwards.
cords.
No
tackle.
other pitcher has
Philadelphia, Wise 9-15 at On the desk in front of him as
more than one decisioo.
Chicago, Hands 1640, 2.30 p. he made the remark was that red,
Coach John Reagan says he
ROSE APPROACHER
white and blue cap.
IGA
The New York Yankees have
IGA
will likely pitch either Davis or
GERBER
Pittsburgh, Veale 13-14 at St Somehow it didn't look very
woe 20 World Series champion- LEXINGTON, Ky. UV - Lee Mickey Holland at Chattanooga Louis, Briles 19-11,
9 p. m.
funny
at
all.
et
ships - a major league record. Rose, coach at Transylvania and Guorieux, Rodney Pryer,
Los Angeles, Sutton 11-15 at
Cottage, mid Monday he had or gieja Lee in the doubleheader Cincinnati, Maloney 16-10, 8 p.
•
*
•
been approached regarding the at Middle.
in
Houston, Dierker 12-15 at
Roger Maria is the last New heed basketball coaching job at
San Diego, Podres 0-0, 11 p. m.
2° B(Rox
York
Yankee to. win the Davidents
To
qualify
for
a
major,
league
San Fnancisoo, Bolin 10-5 at
Rose mid he met with the
American League home run
batting
champions
hip a player Atlanta, Pappas 12-13, 8 p.
Davidson officials Sunday, but
eg .'.490
championship. winning the title
Thursdays Gemes
he declined to say whether a must have made 502 or more
in '90.
STRAINE D
plate
appearances.
contract had been reached.
Montreal at New York
Philo at Chicago
Pitt at St. Louis
JAR
70
Cans
Hous. at San Diego, night
Only games scheduled
By JOE TOM ERWIN
MAR THA WHITE
Arnwkan Lumen
FLORIDA
The Murray State golf team,
FRESH
1....rn Division
whicit finished 11th in the 40
5°
Boo
W. L. Pct. GB
Cape Coral Invitational
New Tort
1 0 1.000 - tournament last week,
will be
Boston
1 0 1.000 - out of
until April
Detroit
1 0 1.000 - when they play Southern 16,
Baltimore
0 1 .000 1 nois a dual match there. IlliCleveland
0 1 .000 1
The Racer golfers had a team
50 Bog
Francisco 10-2 and San Diego mined deadlocked until the Wash.
By AL DALY
0 1 .000 1 score of 1230 in the
72-hole
UPI Sports Writer
nipped Houston 2-1.
Western Division
12th when reliever Joe Grzencla
Cape Coral Tournament, and
This might be a new baseball Larry Brown homered off Mc- Yielded a single to Joe Foy and
W. L Pd. GB Corky Taylor,
Murray's be it
season tor some, but as far as Lain in the first inning and walked Chuck Harrison and Bob Kansas City 1 0 1.000 - scorer was 25th
3EARS250
among 240 for
Detroit It concerned, it's a re- Zeit° Versailles hit a sacrifice Oliver intentionally. The walla Seattle
1 0 1.000 - Individual medal.
ahead
Indians
play of 1968; Denny McLain is fly to put the
1 0 1.000 came after a passed ball and-i Oakland
Taylor bed rounds of 80, 81,
atitli winning and mating con- briefly.
wild pitch had advanced
1 .0(X) 1 72, and 74 for a total
O
score of
FRESH, RIPE
Norm Cash gave the record runners.
troversial observations, and Al
Odifornia
0 1 .000 1 307. Other Racer
FRESH
were:
Kaline is still hitting in the opening-day hometown crowd
Die* Green's homer wag MI 111efteaota
0 1 .000 1 Vernon Marcoullier,scores
FRESH
79,
77,
80,
something to cheer about in the the support John Odarn needed
clutch.
-.Tuesdays Results
73-309; George Casino, 75, 78,
The Tigers stopped Cleveland third with a two-run dotsb1e. as the Oakland hurler retired Detroit 6 Cleve 2
77, 82-312; Gergg Wilcenaki,
A 6-2 Tuesday as McLain aticrweel Keene slugged his timer in the 13 of the last 14 Chicago hitters Boston 5 Balt 4, 12 inn&
73, 78. 82, 80-313;
the Indians just three hits and fifth, and in the seventh scor- he faced.
Kansas City 4 Minn 3, 12 inns. 76, 82, 79, 82-319;Mike Reigz,
and Chris
Kaline lined a tie-breaking two- ed the last Tiger run by getting
The home run by Green, in Seattle 4 Calif 3
Pigott, 80, 77, 88, 82-325
run homer to pace Detroit's et- the first of three straight De- the fifth inning, put the A's Oakland 5 Chicago 2
troit singles, tallying when Don ahead 34. Two innings later,
tack.
Only games scheduled
If Cell0 Bag
In referring to the homer, Wert drew a bases-loaded milli Danny Cater, Green and Rick
VICE PRESIDENT
Teday's Probable Pitchers
Dalton Jones' one-out sad- Monday each singled and tallied
Kline mid, "I think it was
All Times EST
more a case of pride than any- flee fly in the 12th inning scor a run when Chinsgo pitcher
Chicago, John 10-3 at Oakland
PHILADELF'HIA fliPs - Tom
Conigliaro
Tony
with
the
ed
O'Brien Monday was named exGary Peters threw wild to first Dobson 12-14, 4:30 p. m.
thing elm. I want to play everyas
winning
run
die
Sox
the Red
day."
Minnesota, Kaat 14-12 at Kan- ecutive vice president of the
on Monday's hit. Dave Duncan
In other action Boston nipped appointed 38,100 opening day scored the final Oakland run sas City, Nelson 4-3, 8:30 p. in. Eagle DAvns Racirg Ass.ica16.
Baltimore.
New York, Behneen 17-12 at tion, whkti holds a 50 day thor
with a sacrifice fly.
• Baltimore in 12 innings, 5-4, fans in
A bases-loaded pinch-hit singKansas City edged Minnesota 4Mike Heigan's two-run heftier Washington, Coleman
12-16, oughbred racing meet in the
3, also in 12 innings, Oakland le by Joe Keough made Kansas was the key tit in a four-run 7:30 p. m.
summer and fall
topped the White Sox 5-2 and City's return to the big leagues first inning as Seattle made a
O'Brien was previous:y cod.
Seattle, Bell 11-11 at Califortriumphant after a year's ab- successful debut in
Seattle beat California 4-3.
the Ameri- nia, dissect-smith 4-2, 11 p. m. 1 roller and assis tar t treasurer
of Garden State Park.
In the National League, Mon- se We.
Only games- sebedebed
can League. Hagen's homer
WE SELL TRAVELLERS EXPRESS
The Royals, losing 3-1, tied scored Tommy Harper who
treal outsiugged New York 11Thursday's Ilasesse
MONEY ORDERS
had
10. Chicago best Philattelphia the score in the sixth with two led off with a double. All the Cleveland at Detroit
745 in 11 Innings, Pittsburgh unearned runs which were set neu in the inning _were chug- Boston at Baltimore
MI' %AIL iniAl
Quantities
went 14 Innings to beat St: up by a throwing error tly
ad to Angels starter Jim Mc- New York at Washington
-1.--Pricein
moment is college liasketlialro
thru
T
...CIE
S
DAY
,
AP RIL 15 ,
Louis 8-2, Atlanta clubbed San mon Killebrew. The game re- Glothlin.
Only games scheduled
Oldest post-season meet.
By MI,LTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer
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Calloway And Murray Students Attend
Purchase Area Youth Power Conference
Held Last Weekend At Mayfield Inn

PEIS11111.1
Ilfr. and Mrs. Dm elmaind
mict KC, Kurt and Zesl. ad
Springfield, Mo.. waut. the
weekend with Mrs. SimmanIn
mother, Mrs. Lectra Ands's.
Miller Avenue.

the meat research staff of the
By Derrell Crawford
Members of Calloway a n d University of Kentucky, spoke
Murray High Schools attended on the values of meat, meat pro.
By Abigail Van Buren
'Purchase Area Youth Power ducts, and its substitutes to
,of
• ••
Conference" at the Holiday the body.
"III•
66666• "
•
During the afternoon another
DEAR ABBY - 1 am heartsick. I have a lovely 13-year-old Inn of Mayfield on Friday and
••
••e••
•Ir. •/I •
Allen McCoy of Murray
Mrs.
"7‘...
.:1:
**
141,61•11
44"
114 **
denghter who I think the world of. Last evening her father and Saturday. April 4-5. All expens- film, "Where Do We Go From and Mrs. Bill Neale of Hickory
•
Here" was shown. Bill Thomp******* •
.0
0,
•
4
:11i•
I were going to. very special party, so I asked her if I could es were paid.
spending a few days with
are
Over eighty teenagers regis- son thee discussed the almost
carry her new white kid gloves. iSne got them for Christmas.)
their son and daughter, Mr.
••lf,•••• •
tered at the inn between four limitless opportunities in the
I honestly thought she'd be delighted_
and Mrs. Steve McCoy of Rolla,
and six p.m. Friday. This was food business. Meladine Hicks,
Well, she refused, and I was stunned! I wouldn't even
Mo.
the first youth power confer- Mrs. Janice Potts, and Miss
•••
have put them on my hands. I east wanted to carry them.
ence in the Purchase Area and Pauline Waggoner concluded
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Collie of
I don't have to tell you how many nice things mothers de everyone was highly enthusias- the day's program with a skit,
Lexington were the weekend
ihr their daughters, including letting them wear some of their tic. It was a huge success.
"Food Puts Pep In People".
of his parents, Mr. and
guests
concern"best," and for my daughter to be so selfish actually made
All of the teenagers appreThe conference was
Mrs. T. C. Collie. After a brief
es Tens Adams, senior at Murray Stara University, presents Miss Sharon
ed with food and nutrition for ciate the opportunity of going
me sick.
Venvisit with her parents, Mr. and
able, 'union with annual Alpha Sigma Alpha special education award at Murray State
UniWhat would you have done, Abby? I've considered teach- youths. The national organiza- to this Youthpower Conference Mn. Randal Mason, and bar
versity.
The
award
of
$50.00
Is presented each year to a special education maler. Miss
ing her aimam
her the gest favor she asks of me, tion was organized in 1960 and and it was made possible by sister, Miss Ruth Mason, Fon Adams Is thetilaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Cody Adams of Farmington Route One and Miss
promoted by over sixty-five the donations of many different
aid
Sat die111‘
AN. VIEW a lecture on "sharing is
somdale. They will return to Vowel, Is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Venable of Murray
food industries and organizat- people in the Purchase Area.
Route One. Beth are
and uneelfishness" have bees in order?
Lexington, and on their return graduates of Calloway County High Scheel.
PERPLEXED
In Calloway County the Bank
ions.
MilwauCollie
to
fly
will
.
The program started with a of Murray, the West Side HomeDEAR PERPLEXED• Dean "punish" her by refine( the
kee, Wisconsin for a two days
sext favor she asks in yea. Respond in your meal gnomons banquet Friday evening after makers Club, the People. Bank
vention of teachers of forof
assigned
Murray,
students
were
the Calloway County
member. She Mews she was selfish, and if the le as "lovely" the
languages. She teaches
rooms. F0110Willg the dinner 4-H Council, the Murray Wholeas yea say she is. gee day she'll adaak If and by to make it
h at Versailles and will
Early Perry, chairman of Ken- sale Grocery Company, and the
accompanied by the Spanish
op to yea. Children Imre mere train example than fres We- tucky Youth Power Conference, Ryan Milk Company
all donated
richer from her school.
ans. No sae knows what triggers the "meaaness" is as. We Louisville, spoke on "The Pur- toward the $1,200.00 needed
to
Donald Henry of the Murray
• ••
villa April 21-34 was made.
all have ear bad days. Maybe this was me se year daughter's. pose of Youth Power".
have this conference.
Optimist Club was the guest
Wednesday
Asocial hour was held with
, April' 9
Dean *well an it.
Marsha Peyton of Reidland
Dr. and Mrs. James K Coll!
Everyone who attended enCircles of the WSCS of the speaker at the meeting of the refreshments being served by
High School spoke about her joyed the conferegice and were and daughters, Mary Ann and
First United Methodist Church Kappa Department of the Mur- Mrs. James Sullivan, Mrs. Robray Woman's Club held o is
DEAR ABBY: It all started when I bought a new hat. I experiences at the National enthusiastic when they left. It Rachel of Normal, 111., were re- will meet at 7:30
ert J. McCoart, Mrs. James E.
p.m. as fol. Tuesday,
Youth Power Conference at was a rewarding
cent guests of their mothers,
April 1, at seven-thir- King, and Mrs.
rarely wear hats, bet this one is very 'snare and several of
Bobby J. Wade.
• ••
Chicago.
Mrs. E. E. Collie and Mrs. Pearl lows: Wesleyan in the Senior ty o'clock in the evening.
my friends have complimented me on it.
•••
Youth room of the church;
Usrey, and other relatives.
My problem is that my steady doesn't care for hats in en by J. B. Tuggle, regional m -ss
‘H:.inah at the home of Mrs
• ••
"Honor :Law Enforcement"
agieral, but he HATES this one with a passion. He gave me a supervisor
venienw
sa
lrnriri
cldress
i:
keyn
was the theme of the talk by
givsMr. and Mrs. Phil Harney Sid Jobs, 1611 Olive Street.
tal
r ec
b eCo
•••
ce. Either him or the hat!
of America in Madisonville.
and children, Phil Lee, Jay, and
Mr. Henry. He discussed the
Tonight I am borne alone for the second consecutive night
The highlight of the evening
Jill, of Oklahoma City, Oklahowork of the Optimist Club with
The
Ladies
Day luncheon will the youth of the community in
because Greg refuses to be seen with me if I wear that hat, was a talk entitled "Youth, Apma, have returned home after
Mr. and Mrs. William Morris
Klas Barbie Keel, worthy
preciate Your Heritage" by Mrs
a visit with her parents, Mr. bc served at noon at the Calle promoting good citizenship and
and I refuse to give in to him on something so silly,
of 102 College Court, Murray,
way County Country Club. Hos responsibility.
visor,
presided
meeting
the
at
Lilya
Murphy
Paducah,
of
a
Melugin,
se,
and
Mrs.
Noel
Olive
I think Greg is being unreasonable. The decision is yours,
teases are Mtsdames Hugh
tive of Lathe*, located on the of *array Assembly No, 19 Ge. Street.
Henry was introduced by are the parents of a son. WilAbby.
JUST AS STUBBORN
liam Bryan, weighing seven
Houston,
Dorcthy
• ••
Holland, Mrs. Donald Tucker.
Baltic Sea in Northern Europe der of the Rainbow for Girls
Mrs. Richard W. Knight, Kap- pounds fourteen ounces, born
— DEAR JUST: it appears that the decision bas already been She gave a moving talk on what held on Tuesday, April 1, at Mr. and Mrs. Herman Lovins James R. Allbritten, Baxter Da
on Friday, April 4, at 4:30 p.m.
made, and you mane it. But perhaps you're kicky to leers that she went through trying to es- seven o'clock in the evening have returned home from Lex- brey, Gaylord Forrest, E. B. pa chairman, presided and the
cape from the Nazis and Com- at the Masonic Hall.
ington where they went to take Rowton, Nat Ryan }Inghea department voted to give $250.- at the Murray-Calloway County
something se "say" can cease hetwee• yea and Greg.
The minutes were read by their daughter, Mrs. Charles George E. Overbey, Howard 00 toward the proposed pediat- Hospital.
munism.
If I were yes,
chock the bat. BM Ikea I am NOT yea,
Grandparents are Mr. end
evening was concluded the recorder, Miss Betsy RUM, Byers and children, Melanie Tftsworth, 0. P. Valentine. and ric ward of the new hospital
The
aid .agpareatly keying year own way is mere important te
with dancing with music by and the regular routine of bus- and Keith, after they had spent Jack White, Mrs. Treed Cotham addition. The department has Mrs. Herman Morris of Pellville
pm them baying Greg. in wbich eme. I advise yes I. pat an "The Peoples Choice" of Mur- iness was conducted.
will be hostess for the bridge given $500.00 over the past two and Mr. and Mrs. Lester Powa week with the Lovins'.
ers of' Hawesville.
that bat and m esating fur somebody whe likes
mission at 9:30 Lai.
• ••
Plans were completed for the
ray.
years toward the pediatric sect•••
Saturday the speakers were lannual church service on Sunhospital.
ion of the
The Elm Grove
Baptist During the business session
DEAR ABBY: I have a brother who has been married for Miss Judy Kelso, first district day, April 13, when the entire
BROTHER
APPOINTE
D
'
Church
group,
WMS
accompanie
will
d
by
meet
their
at
princess,
the
and Dr. Harry
new officers for the ensuing
.21 yews. In all that time he and his wife have never invited dairy
church at 1:30 p.m. for OW year were elected.
parents and members of the
• my of ear side of the family to their home. They have accepted Sparks, president of Murray
Advisory
general
m
Board,
will
eeting.
attend
the
State University.
Mrs. John Belt. teacher at
levitation' to ow homes, but have never returned them.
•••
WASHINGTON UPI - President
A film was shown by Robert services at the First Christian
Murray High School, was elect- CORRECT SEATING
HELPS
The
Church.
brother,
Nixon's
Edward
C.,
New
38,
Hope Homemaken ed chairman to succeed Mrs.
Their whelk married life has been spent socializing with Roberts of the IGA Stores,
IN SCHOOL
Members present were Bar- has been appointed to the$30000 Club will meet at the home of Knight. Mn. Dan Miller will
Greenville. Dr. Dennis Fox ef
fleg alieter-in-law's side of the family. Now their sons are
bie Keel, Patricia Evans, 1Peu- a year chairmanship of the fede- Mrs. James Hutson at 1:21 p.m. serve as vice-chairman to sucDoes seating affect the learn•••
kin married_ These nephews are strangers to our side of
lette Markovich, Irene Futrell, ral Field Committee for Develoing rate of children? Yes, it
Rogers.
ceed
Mrs.
Glenn
J.
"be Harris Grove Homemak- Reelected to the positions of does!
'Treat McCord, Marilyn Lasater, pment Planning in Alaska, Nixon,
• al —.
be** mother has included us in all the showers
Denim Kalberer, Angela Beane, a resident of Lynnwood, Wash., ers Club will meet at the home secretary and treasurer were
Obi
white are clearly gift-giving occasions.
In surveys that have been
INA we are being med. How would you feel?
Bev/ Riley. Donna Boyd, 1-kn' and former telephone company of Mrs. Clifton L Jones at one Mrs. Dan McKinney and Mrs. made in classrooms, it has been
de Showman, Barbara Sledd, executive, will be in charge of p.m.
Robert J. McCoart respectively. learned that the type of seats
DISGUSTED AUNT
•••
Joyce Winchester.
coordinating federal and state
Mrs. Knight expressed appre- that school children occupy inMrs. Graves Sledd opened
Mrs Lillian Robertson acted economic development activities
DEAR AUNT: Same as you. Bet me came' be "mei"
ciation from the state chairman fluences their ability to learn,
home
her
meeting
for
the
oflas
The
mother
advisor.
New
Concord Homemak- to the members Of the departaka be permits himself to be. A courteous "decline" to seeh
Mrs. Tens Jot the Alaskan region. The FFCas well as their general conthe Kathleen Jones Group oeColeman and George Williams OPA was
secasions win get year message across.
created in the Commer- ers Club will meet at the home ment who helped in the Kidney duct. When seats are
well.
the Woman's Missionary Soc-Were other adults attending.
of
Mrs. G. C. Sismon at 1:30 Screening program in the city
ce Department by the 1965 Public
designed for good posture, chil•
iety of the First Baptist Church' The next meeting will be
p.m_
county.
and
Works
Economic
and
DevelopDEAR ABBY: My girl friend has a boyfriend I guess held on Monday, April 7, at held on Tuesday, April
dren are relaxed, comfortable,
•••
15, at
It was announced that the
•
ibers okay, but she is only 12 and he is 13%. He calls her seven-thirty o'clock in the even- peven p.m. An initiation will ment Act.
The Arts and Crafts Club well canvas of the city for the Arth- and alert. When seats art
poorly designed, children tend
tient every night. He siG with her at the basketball games ing
meet at the home of Mrs. C. ritis Drive was set for May 9.
be held.
"Prayer" was the attbjeet of
end they hold hands.
B. Ford, 723 Sycamore Street. Names were tabled for new to be restless and inattentive.
the program proemial by Mrs
at 2:30 p.m.
This is not difficult to commembers and announcement of
What's new in fashion with
L L Dunn mila K D
•••
prehend when we consider the
.
state
convention
First
the
it
was
in
label
the
inside
LouisLondon's
pace-settin
younger
g
She tells me that sometimes when be comes over to her Shipley.
Thursday, April 10
fact that school children spend
set, The Indian look reports the garment that counted
The
I hous‘they kiss Also they dance real close to slow music.
dielinies. Ilks.
The Cumberland Presbyterian
Then designers began to put
'90 percent of their time seated.
Clive,
a
London-based
couturiat the lembees er. Clive says that accessories their signatures outside, espe- Women of the North Pleasant
Should she kiss him? Should they dance like that? How Dena,
This exceeds the amount of
immion. Doing the realm of from that Oriental land—from cially in the scarf department Grove Church will meet at the
'.
can I straigtden out this foolish girl?
time spent in a chair by the
=
Byer
Mender
listing
the
beads to bells — are selling to Now, It's the signature dress home of Mrs. Harold Swift et
.•
HER FRIEND (also 121
average adult. Even preschool
of miellmaries wafts the young hippies, Shops fea- O n e designer. Jeannemarie one p.m.
children are seated a great ma•••
DEAR FRIEND: Ten ean try. bet I'm afraid it wIll take rbinisdaYs were that day. It was turing Indian or Indian-in- Volk, uses her company's name,
jority of the time, whether it be
mere than a t2-year-eid to straighten out amine 12-yennol4. noted that Dr Kathleen Jones, spired accessories do a land "Doodles", in varying letter
Grove 126 of the Woodmen of
in a high chair, on the floor,
I Mgr this girl has a geed relationskip with Mr mk.She medical missionary in Indone- office business in the land sizes all over print dresses in the World is scheduled to have
or in front of a television set.
sia, had a birthday on Monday. where Mod was born.
assorted colors and fabrics
a dinner meeting at the Woweeds me.
Dr. Jones is a native of Murray
•
•
•
While proper structuul supman's Club house at 6:30 p.m.
the group is named in her
•• •
port is important to everyone,
Everybody bee a prelim.
pent far • penond and
baser.
Deepest Shoff
correct seat construction is even
early write m Abby. Ben OM Ilesi
vZelea, CaL. 911116, mid
Veterans released from active
Others present were Mrs. Somore important to the child
Upon
completion in spring, The Hazel Woman's Club end
ado= a sammed.
lon Darnell, Mrs. Myrtle Wall, duty after January 1955 must 1969, Internationat Nickel's hold its regular meeting at the
because of his soft-growing
complete
GI Bill education by 7,150-foot--Creighton
and
Robert
Mrs.
Jones.
No. 9 shaft club room at veers pm. Willard
• NM 10 MUTE U111191116
bones. Good seating aids in
II TO MET. MOT
Refreshments were reeved lry May 31, 1914, or eight years after will be the deepest continuous Ails is the scheduled speaker
ANOILLES.
healthy structural growth.
discharge, whictraver is later, mining shaft from the surface in on the subject of "Drugs".
the hostess.
Kra
TO
LATTICED TOM AU. KIMMEL"
Children should be provided
the Western Hemisphere.
Billy Adams and Mrs. Ha
with chairs that fit the needs
Bennett are the hostesses.
of their bodies. ,, This means
• ••
chairs of correct height and
Friday, AprH 11
size, which allow their feet to
The North Murray Homemak GETS U.S. AID A Laotian
rest on the floor with knees at
era Club will meet at the home native woman Is fingerprinta right angle and the seat not
of Mrs. Lola Dunn, 1005 Fair ed in lieu, of her signature
to confirni receipt of aid
too deep as to cause pressure
lane Drive, at 1:30 p.m.
from the united states.
•••
behind the knees. The, back of
Many refugees in this camp
the chair should give support
Saturday, April 12
to the lower spine to prevent
The Tau Phi Lambda Sirority outside Bort Khang village,
sagging backward or flattening
will have a rush party at the 100 miles southeast of Vientiane, canaot write.
of the chest and relaxation of
Woodmen Hall at seven pm
the 2hdernirtit! wall,
"" --TW--66vi- ous problems in
school is the varied sizes of
children and the need for cost.
ly chairs and desks. But
the
ALL TYPES OF EXERCISE . . . Featuring
expenditure is well worth the
SAUNA BATH
benefits to health and education.
Phone 753-7381
305 Spruce Street
In the home, parents should
seek adjustable furniture for
young children to make possi•
He expansion as children grow.
Rocking chairs are good because they provide exercise for
tht legs and stimulate blood
circulation.
504 W. Main Street
Phone 713-0121
Correctly constructed chairs
don't guarantee that your child
will he an "A'' student. . .
.
hut they help. If you have any
THIS "SOM. GAME" played by secretary Carole Morford is a prelude to manned underquestions about correct posture,
water research at ocean depths never before reached by
contact your doctor of chiroman The bowl is a 700-poond
1411 Olive Blvd.
glass hemisphere whipped up at PPG industries in Pittsburgh
practic, who is a specialist in
Two will be joined to
PICKUP and DELIVERY —
form a .54-inch diameter glass bubble hull of a manned underwater
problems of the back and spine.
research vehale The
Truly Fine Cleaning
Phene1112-3833
deePer the slam where Zulu- t.las stronger 4 beeenvest -emve-rip-arty- - - - ----- --- - •
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You SAYE TWO WAYS
um You SHOP at LIBERTY
1—LOW, LOW PRICES
2—You get TREASURE CHEST STAMPS
WE RESERVE TNE RIGHT TO LIMIT

M XW

L

H USE

opp ing

Regular Lb. Con.

enter

S. 2t

SOUTHERN BELLE TENDER SMOKED

Instant
10 oz. Jar

SOVIET-SINO BORDER WATCHERS Tan, the Soviet news
agency. serves up this photo showing Lt. V. Bubenin
assigning tasks to two border patrol troops on the frontier
with
Red China, where fairly big battles have taken place.

ew Museum
For Patton
Is Planned

,pril 2144 was made.
octal hour was held with
ments being served W
antes Sullivan, Mrs. 111ebMcC-oert, Mrs. James IL
ind Mrs. Bobby J. Wade.
••• *

a large, exterior mall and reflecting pool.
Persons interested in making
donations are being asked to
contact the Patton Museum Development Fund, Cavalry-Pow
or Foundation Inc., 1224 South
Fourth Street, Louisville.

and Mrs. William Morris
College Court. Murray.
e parents of a soft. W11Bryan, weighing seven
fourteen ounces, born
lay, April 4, at 4:30 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County
dparents are Mr. and
erman Morris of Pellville
r. and Mrs. Lester PowHawesville.

ealth-Ways

LECT SEATING HELPS
IN SCHOOL
s seating affect the learnte of children? Yes, it

surveys that have been
n classrooms, it has been
that the type of seats
hoot children occupy inn their ability to learn,
I as their general con.
When seats are well.
eel for good posture, chil
re relaxed, comfortable,
.lert. When seats are
designed, children tend
estless and inattentive.
is not difficult to corn,c1 when we consider the
at school children spend
rent of their time seated.
exceeds the amount of
pent in a chair by the
e adult. Even preschool 0
n are seated a great mail the time, whether it be
igh chair, on the floor,.
font of a television set.
le proper structural sup.
important to everyone,
seat construction is even
important to the child
. of his soft-growing
Good seating aids in
• structural growth.
iren should he provided
hairs that fit the needs
ir bodies. „ This means
of correct height and
hich allow their feet to
the floor with knees at
angle and the seat not
ep as to cause pressure
the knees. The. back of
sir should give support 0
lower spine to prevent
/ backward or flattening '
chest and relaxation of
leniin!!
_ . _—
Obvious problems in
is the varied sixes of\
.1 and the need for cost.'
rs and desks. But the
iture is well worth the z
to health and educe-

Le.59
9

FRESH
SHOULDER
LB.

HICKORY SMOKED

90

Whole Slab
LB.

Veterans Administration provided 36.4 million days of patient
In a procla- care for veterans at VA and nonmation' MEW here, Governor VA hospitals during FY 1961.
Louie B. Nunn has urged all
Kentueltians to contirbuie to a
arapsigs kw funds to build a
new Patton Museum at Fort
Knox.
I.13 support of the effort, the
Governor has designated the
month of April as Patton Museum of Cavalry sod Armor
stdonth.
Directed by the Cavalry-Armor Foundation Inc., a group
of private Kentucky businessmen, the fund seeks to raise 11
million in donations during the
current yaw to meet building
costs.
It is sellimelMal the new menum, once opeasdo will attract
Ayub Khan . . . bossed out.
st least a latiaillion visitors
janually.
•Current piens call for coorun- in five phases with
work on the first phase beginning in mid or late summer.
The Army has oontirbuted some
112 acres of land along US
31W, South of Muldnagh, for the
building site and has agreed to
maintain and operate the new
museum.
The new facility will replace
fa older Patton museum, dedicated in 1949, now located in
a small, temporary building on
an obscure corner of the Fort
Knox post. The present structure, inadequate in sin and
design, has seriously hampered
any further accumulation of displays.
The first phase under present
building *plans calls for Oa
ction of an 18,000 OM*
exhibit wing to house
isting exhibits from the old ma
seum. Subsequent phase* will
NEW TOP POWER in Pakisinclude administrative offices, tan is Army Gen. Yahya
a library which will contain one Khan
above), who took
ofe the most complete collec- over on resignation of Prestions of documentary material "- ident Ayub Khan
after 110
and battle reports pertaining to
years of dictatorial power.
Armor and- allied subject*, adGeneral.Khan. 52, faces •
nal exhibit space, a mod.
situation of near-anarchy.
soundproof auditoriums, and

c

;
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SHANK
PORTION
LB.

CS

CHUM
Tall Can

Group Donates
It Hospital
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BUTT
PORTION
LB. 59c

FRESH SLICED

its Miss Sharon Von
I at Murray State Uni'treatise melee. Min
Route One and Miss
Route One. Beth are

e home, parents should
ljustable furniture for
rhildren to make possi•
insion as children grow.
chairs are good be.
icy provide exercise for
s and stimulate blood
on..
!ctly constructed chairs
rarantee that your child
an "A" student.
r help. If you have
any
is about correct posture,
your doctor of chirowho is a specialist in
is of the bade and spine.

Mwray,
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TO3
WELS

,ASSORTED 1

HAMS ,

1 SOUTHERN
BELLE

GALA

HUNTS

WHOLE
LB.

-

Jumbo
Rolls S
i

3 oz. Pkg.

CHICKEN PARTS
BREAST
Lb. 59c
THIGHS
Lb. 55c
LEGS
Lb. 49c
...___,.._•
WINGS
Lb. 29c
BACKSUNE
KSCKS
Lb. 10c
FRESH
FRESH
Lb.
LIVER LB. 79c GIZZARDS 39c,i,
OLD FASHIONED

BONDS KOSHER DILL

JUICE

46". can

35` PICKLES

BOLOGNA

HALF
GAL.

CENTER & END CUT.

7
cap
D

MIXED .
— Lb.
SUGAR CURED

4% Oz.
JAR

SLICED

3

X0I/S

IlL

$
LBS

DR3
DI
INKS
NN
ER
MU
S
TT
ON
39
$
89
190
53'BEEFSIEVIL2::0:49c TAT BACK
BISCUITS3849'TISSUEFTE4RoLL29'NECK BONES19
°KISSIN
..?;R939' PURR 43'HAMBURGE1139
ELGY2
P
_ Bo
BA
FOI.
NA
NA
L
S
T
NuT
o
t
Pt
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aticz89 APPLES CABBAG
ET
RA
WESSON

HI.0 ASST.

oz.

48

46 oz„ 1
cans

jar

MOR TONS
Except Ham
11 oz. Size

HIND,49, FORE
QTR.
QTR.
LB.
LB.

2 oz.

NICE
THICK
LB.

jar

B Pat\47 zeg

Delighted

18 oz. Tumbler

Alcoa
Aluminum
12" x 25 roll

z

ISOUTHLAND

Miss Liberty
28 ox. jar

PAM

100 CT. PKG.

•AMITIMOLE

t

GOLDEN RIPE

LB.

a

GREENFRESH

0
.

ST VINCENT

LB.
FRESH
CRISPY

vrwm

ARMOUR

••

12 ot. can

LIBERTY COUPON

SOUTH

AMERICA

AteGilittA• -1110.1140Assommemmom armeripw:
West Indies islands. is 16 miles long and about 60
British W
miles from St. Kitts.. which claims it as part of „its federation The U.S. interest is that Anguilla could conceivably
• beco_tue,a has-en for maltaciors

CRISCO 3 lb. can 39c
valet coupon and $S additional
purchase TOBB. & DAIRY
PROD, EXCL.
A 0.

W NESAP
LIBERTY COUPON
50 TREASURE CHEST 50
STAMPS
with coupon and purchase of
2. 1 lb. pkgs. Miss Liberty
BACON

CELLO BAG

LBBAG

LIBERTY COUPON
50 TREASURE CHEST 50
STAMPS
with coupon and purchase of
20 oz. Ige. size CHIFFON

lb, 69c

VOID

rik

AFTrtiAppii

1

LIBERTY COUPON
50 TREASURE CHEST 50
STAMPS
with coupon and purchase of
3 lb. bag Red Delicious
APPLES
3 lb. bag 59c
VOID AFTER APRIL 14

p.
3vreirrieryr.Virsnstr.;.,.",;;,

•
•
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GRANTS STAY

WASHINGTON UPI - Supreme
Court Justice William° Douglas
Friday grarted a stay of execution to Robert Lee Sims, schedulgas
ed to die April 18 in Arizona's
chamber. Sims was senate°.
CONCERT
POPULAR
ed for the 1963 robbery-murder
By DEWS SMITH
By WILLIAM D. LAFTLIIR lot Glendell U. Save,
an incurNEW YORK (UPI) — Joan
NEW YORK (UPI) — I/ks lama ShAll,near Sahuarita, Ariz.

Sutherland has now recorded many of the young musical
Donizetti's "The Daughter of aolups, The Sandpipers have
the Regiment." and a happy
c up a following who will
Choice it was since it adds a bur their records as ,Ions as
mirthful quality to perhaps they contirrue to make them.
the most celebrated acrobatic
However, The Sandpipers
soprano voice of the times. It stand apart from most groups
is a quality which enhances the In that they avoid sound gimvoice wonderfully, by giving mickry and the psychedelic inuplift to vibrancy, and there novations and aberrations that
are few sources for such in her are prerequisites for some aubel canto specialty.
diences.
The role of "La Mlle" suits
Thus The Sandpipers rely
her perfectly. She sang it in strictly on undisguised musithe London Covent Garden cianship and imaginative arrevival of the opera, and the rangements to maintain their
other members of the cast are popularity,
. "Softly," the name
with her in the recording— of one of their recent albums,
Luciano Pavarotti and Monica is perhaps the best word to deCONG STRONGHOLD TAicfN-- Mercenaries led by American Green Berets raise
Sinclair in the other principal scribe their way of making
a big
South Vietnamese flag atop Superstition Mountain at Nui
roles. Her husband, Richard music.
Coto after wresting the Viet
Cong stronghold from the Reds. The bastion. near the Cambodia
Bonynge, conducted. ILonAnd although The Sandpipn border, had been held
don-1273).
by the Cong toy 20 years.
ers have a strong appeal
More funds to be had in the among today's youth, it is safe
music at Bizet's "Carmen" as to say they would have been
L. Roberts, Sr., and Allieneltob- of Lyncnburg, Va., to Board of the young Russian composer
, extremely popular one, two and
arts; four lots in Lakeway Shor- Trustees, Murray - Calloway Co- Rodion Shchedrin, "freely" ar- three generations ago.
es. '
ranged
it into a ballet score for
Their latest recording, "The
unty Library District; "that for
Charles Jordan and Flora Mae and in consideration of $5000 his wile. Maya Pllsetskaya, Sandpipers Spanish Album."
premiere
ballerina of the Bol- A&M SP 4159), is an excellent
Jordan to 0. L. Roberts, Sr.,and cash in hand paid, the recegt
shot
B. C. Bailey and Laura Bailey Alliene Roberts, one lot in Lake- of which is hereby acknowled
ged, stringsBallet. He did it for selection or 12 numbers preand 47 percussion in- sented in a soothing South of
F.to '<dale Hooks and Polly Hoots; way Shores.
and the further consideration of
property in Calloway County.
R. F. Cotham and Clover H. one note in the sum of $10,000 struments. and so "freely" is the Border style even though at
an
understatement.
least three tunes originated in
William E. Basham and Lillian Cotham to Zeoas C. Enix and due and payable one year
from
He gave it a different sound the cerebrations of John LenW. Basham to Jcitut Walter White Martha S. Enix, lot on Maple date, with interest at
six percent. while retaining, though some- non and Paul McCartney. Sally Ann Collins White;lot in Street
A lien is retained on the herein- times altered.
There
Lane.
Homeland Developers, Inc., to after described land lytog and sand melodies. Bizet's rhythms nostalgic is an interesting and
It amounts to a
soliloquy in "Cuando
Jeanne L. West to Thomas L. A. H. Kopperud; property on being in CaLlotay County as
highly
danceable
follore-working or Sall de Cuba,"- and their pre.•
..Hopkins and Dixie M. Hopkins; South 18th Street.
extremely
ws: Beginning 10 feet east of soufamiliar music. The sentation of "Spanish Eyes"
*Ivo kis in McadowWoodSubdivi- Ann M. Taylor of Murray,John theast corner of tract
a
of land recording is the first of the shows they can put freshness
It sine.
Thomas MacLean of Bellevue, sold by Waterfield to J. C. Mc- score. It was made by the Bel- into a piece of music that has
Oaf Oink Larue filiona, Way,- Washington, Juliet C. Hart of Elrath and 10 feet east of south- shot Theatre Orchestra un- been played by various artists
- iind JeatiVilsOn WO; array, and Mary t. Bordeaux west corner of a tract of land der Gennady Rozhdestvenaky so many times that it has become something of a "standsold by R. L. Ellison to N. T. (Melocilya-Angel-40067).
Another pleasurable Russian ard."
Hale and on the north side of the record
is of Russian folk songs
Their previous albums.
Murray and Hickman Road and lustily yet
tenderly sung by the -Softly." which features an
now within the limits of the town USSR Russian Chorus
elegant arrangement of "Love
which
of Murray and in northeast quart- directed by a Moscow come is Is Blue." is now available
on
er of Section 27, T 2, R4 East; vs tory professor, Aleksander reel-to-reel tape (ARM AMX
theme north parallel with the old Sveshnokov. It's all soundly 1471, an Ampex tape release.
west boundary line of academic yet with the flow of Selected Singles — "Zorba!"
by Claus Ogersnan (Capitol Pof Murray 318 feet; thence seeming spontaneity.
The songs- are, of course, 23131. "A Man. A Horse And
wad 10 feet; thence north 72
quite
authentic
, even to the A Gun" by Henry Mancini
Int parallel with the old west
l nature of their set- (RCA Victor 47-9654) "The
of Murray, thence west traditiona
tinge They include such
quain Hurt Is Just Beginning' by
allel with Murray and Hicktitles
man Road 75 feet; thence south Use.?"as "Ah. What Was th:1 Mary Love (Jade 45-999),
usly Rings the "Reach Out" by Ox-Bow Inci390 feet to a point on the north Little "Montono
Bell." and "Don't Re- dent 4Smash 8-21891, "Kenside of the Murray and Hickman prove Me.
Don't Scold Me." tucky Woman" by Deep Purple
Road 85 feet west of the beginn- That should give you
(Tetragrammaton T-1508).
the
ing; thence east 85 feet to the ( Melodiya-Ange1-40070)I. idea
Tape Deck — "In My Own
beginning."
An outstanding recording
of Dream" by Paul Butterfield
Rachinaninoff's 3rd concerto 15 Blues Band features some fine
a new one, made by Alex.s =ran work by Al Kooper
Weissenbeeg and the Chicago (Elek-tra E1CX 40251, an AmSymphony. Georges Pretre pex reel-to-reel tape. EightAdmissions at the Veterans conducting. Like most youngish track "High Blues Pressure"
asw ameassaDgets--Two ambassadors have been appointAdministration's 166 hospitals pianists, Weissenbere has reaf by Preektie Hubbard (Atlantic
ed by President Nixon to serve in sensitive posts William
reached 647,000 in FY 1968, 22,- enthusia.sm for the score, and AIM 8501/ is a sequence of
J. Handley, left. to Turkey. and Alfred Puhan to Hungary.
to that he added respect, a good jazzy instrumentations
000 above the 1967 figure.
quality not always given to featuring solo takes on trumscores so familiar (RCA Vic- pet, trombone, sax, piano and
tor-3040).
percussion.
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LEAVES HCEPrtAL
Roilbalaillon of handicapped
veterans makes the Veterans Administration the foremost pioWASHLNGTON UPI -Dr. Milton
neer in development of artificial S. Eisenhower, 69, has
been relimbs and other prosthetic app- leased from Walter Reed Army
liances.
Medical Center to convalesce at
his home in Baltimore, Md., under the care of his own doctor.
Eisenhower suffered a "mild opA 375-page rogort of Veterans
of coronary insufficiency"
Administration activities in FY onday just before
funeral ser1968 is available for $2 from the vices for his brother,
former
Superintendent of Documents, President Dwight D. Eisenhower,
Haddagloa, D. C., 20402.
spent five days at Walter
eed.

.,IFERMAN'54„)
4140.1,111111h,&&&&&&

cs,e

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds & Freedom Shares

year.

Only 2.8 percent of the more
than $7 billion appropriated for
veterans in FY 1968 went for
administrative expenses, the VA
reports.

vet

1

KNIT PANELS

SPECIAL PURCHASE!

EXTRA WIDE
Panels $5
4
For

2

$3

•

$3.98 values! Beautlful
Special Purchase! They're
white fiberglass curtains. 6001
Inches for the pair. Shrinkproof
tre, Wide Panels
Rich Dacron Ninon
Thereat S.S.M Values
- beautifying 100%
ninon panels. mawashable. Nev
! Zech panel 54 ins.
and Cl ina. long. Luxwhite. Ready to

and mildew -proof. No iron. Hand
washable.

PAIR

lI
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196
of
Do
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Jan
Dix
all

and
W.
war
ant]
A
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21,
Ern

Wre

PAIR

$3_

1

Fox
lots

Tho
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11
and
Der
Jc
Prat
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113
ton

Beautiful flocked atcron curtains
with scalloped sides. 62 ins, wide
and 81 ins. long. OM values!

as;

He

ldth
RI,
Mae
Jot a
J.
corni
ray.

HIRNIERE THROW COVERS

We

anci I
tit

772:60 Inches
$4.48 Values

3.98

72200 ins., $6.9 8values _ _ $5.98
72;t108 ins. 87.98 values _ 6.98
Solid and stain resistant cotton damask.
Lint-free and washable.

16-QT. MIRRO QUALITY

ST
Beza
de&

PRESSURE CANNER

$20

Heavy cast aluminum. Large capacity.

meat
clear
Be
form
oust
Info I
.d4

Denning basket. Pressure regulator.

UNBLEACHED SHEETING

25* yard
Dr wide. High thread count. Will
whiten with 'mailings.

•

COTTON SPORTS WEAR
FABRIC

2 yds. 1.00
Waah 'n wear. 45" wide. Floral
stripes, dots, waffle weaves and
PoPlins

'Pr

SIdAG SLUGS
1.00
21x36" with fringe. At. cokes.
Washable Non-skid,

12"

SMALL SIZES PM) 1 $12-119

Mattress Covers

*‘

1.49 1-179
Silky soft vinyl. PAWL
Washable. Twin ei Pull
its..

4

Terry Cloth
Dish Towels

3 ro. 1.00

Cannon Terry Dish Towels,
Regular Price 49e

Room'Size Rugs

;VA
990/, NYLON talk

BRAIDED RUGS
$39
Sen. ^ durable and strongly
braided 911% Nylon Goionall.
OrPs nags. RSch browns, greens
*ad folds are reversible.
(eel] approx. size)

BANKAMERICARD

100% Rayon pile. Bien Irs;
foam rubber pad. Tweed
patterns.
airgulair Pries 111.1111

LERMANS
SATISFACTION GUARANTEEP

RC
Ica
Anbi
Waah
Tolle
IT iv

Turns on automatically to wake you to music.
Self-starting clock. &weep second hand. Attractive csbin

Service for eight. . .with big 10-inch dinner plates. Will not chip, crack or stain.
Colors stay bright and clear. Special sale
price for March.

Vie

if

AUTOMATIC CLOCK RADIO

41.

West German Chancellor Kurt-Georg Kiesinger flew to
West Berlin for the pre.:dential election. East Germun
troops close the barrier at the Mariesborri checiepoisa-coe
two hours The Ingh%ec% link. West Berlin and West Gei•
many The Communc•t aid the shutdown clone because of
military maneuver.,
letshif

1

FIBERGLAS CURTAINS

45-P1. MELAMINE DISH SETS

WEST GERMANS VOTE SEHIND CLOSED DOORS Shortly after

aBit
Ma

o
0MEMAKER 1

Double bed size, 70"ablr Remflorai cover to serve as &

Mira

1
Jai
Bll
div

Outstanding Values to Improve the
Comfort and Appearance of Your Home

REVERSIBLE QUILTS
$5

Sounds ridiculous,doesn't it?
But what if everybody in this
country were to throw their
hands up in despair and say they
don't five a hoot
--Indeed,there would be so

Take stock in America

WASHINGTON UP!. A spokesman for Sen. Allen J. Ellender,
D-Le., says Encoder, 78, has
every intention of running in1972
for a seventh term. "There is no
doubt in my mind the senator
plans to run again," the spoke.'
man said. "He is quite active."

•

-spread.

No,it isn't an immediate
remedy for all our ills. But it helps.
If everybody were to buy
just one '25.00 Sayings Bond
(cost '18.75), your country would
be stronger economically to
tomorrow.
• • -••' wire out some ofthose scant .
But fortunately, Americans
we ve been sport"
have a way of solving their
Of course,everybody would
problems.
be helping themselves,too. If you
And that's just what's going
were to sign up on a Bond purchase
to happen in these troubled times.
plan where you work or bank,
Simply because it's always been
you'd have quite a nice nest egg--...* —
an American tradition.
for yourself one of these days.
Now,how can you,as one little
You'd have a lot more dollars in
ole citizen in this big, wide
the kitty for things like college
country of ours, be of any
educations,that new home,or
help? •
a secure retirement.
Well,take a minute and
So think about a U.S.
think about a U.S.SavSavings Bond today.
ings Bond.
And then go out and
That's right,a U.S.
buy
one.
sr ism'.Imo.swam.
Savings Bond.
arrerrra ssarrr !cr..
TOMOrrOW.

PI
WNW, Adikilildratioa leclo. I •
- Wiped Indls
tars, ouros aishilars masa!
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WILL RUN AGAIN
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E CANNER

ItO
Rim. Large capacity.
immure regulator.

GK RADIO

-ale you to music
;cold hand. Attrac-
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Transfers

Homeland Developers, Inc., to
James It Billington and Sliirley
Billington; lot in Keeneland Subdivision.
Affidavit of descent of J. E.
aBisbop, died June 19, 1948, to NEW VCRK UP!. Peace
hopes
I/ 'Martha Adams of Almo,
Route ffer the only incentive for an
One, Susie (liver of Buchanan,
In the market at preTeen., Route Two, and Coley ent, according to Harris,
Upham
Simmons of Hazel.
Co. The company says that
Affidavitt of descent of Henry the sharply oversold condition
Clinks Orstcher, died March 30,
t existed late in February
1967, to William Henry Crutcher has now been cancelled, the inof Murray, Virginia Nolin of come tax surcharge will be conDover, Twin., Anna L. Hain of tinued, the 7 per cent investBurlington, Wisconsin, John R. ment credit will be reduced or
ACrutcber of Humboldt,Tenn.,Ru- eliminated, and the administ
ratCrutc.her of Paris, Tenn., Gla- ion and the Federal Reserve
dys Whitford of Granite City, Ill., beard appeikr determined to cheJanette Nelson of Dover, Tenn. ck inflation. Investors, thereDixie, Naomi and Lowell Outland,fore, should exercise caution,
all of Burlington, Wisconsin.
the firm believes.
Martha Adams, Susie Oliver,
and Coley Simmons to Ernest
W. Stewart and Eva Joyce Stewart; 150 acres in Calloway Co- The weak part of the antibullis
ti
unty.
argument concerning the stock
Atfidavitt of descent of James market, W. E. Hutton it Co.
says,
"earren Collins, died September is the huge and growing accumu31, 1968, to Delbert Collins and lation of cash in the hands of
inErnestine Thorne.
stitutional and private investors.
Clarke Shipley Jacobs and La- No matter how much deteriorwrence G. Jacobs to Robert B. ation exists in the liquid position
Fox and Patricia P. Fox, two of banks and corporations,
the
lots on Elm Street.
firm adds, the liquid position
Delbert Collins and Ernestine of potential and actual common
Thorne to Maxie Puckett; three stock investors is improving ratLots in Dexter.
her than declining.
Maxie Puckett to James L. Fox
Nancy C. Fox; three lots in
Dexter.
John B. McIntosh to LaRue
Bache A Co. notes that invel*
Frances Etheridge, lot in Hazel. ors continue to stand on the st4.
Dan J. Merrell of Dallas, Tex- lines, lacking any concrete devil.
as, to Hyburnia Merrell; one opments from the Paris peat*
acre in Hazel.
talks and any significant
Hyburnia E. Merrtll of Hazel Ion that economic restrictki011
to Dan J. Merrell of Dallas, Tex- are becoming effective. V/bag'
as; property in Calloway County. may develop the !Intl' says, It a
a Homeland Developers, Inc. to "trading type of market with
'Dr. Castle Parker, lot on South short term swings taking the
18th Street.
place of a definitive trend."
Richard W. James and Ole
Mae James to Norma Paschall;
lot on Cardinal Drive.
J. T. Taylor to Wells Overbey;
With interest rates at historicorrection of title to lot in Mw.. cally high levels and the market
ray.
uncertain, convertible bonds may
Wells Overbey to J. T. Taylor be a particular suitable investand Della E. Taylor; correction ment at this time, Reynolds &
f title to lot in Murray.
Co. says. The bonds offer fixed
potential appreciation combined
with limited downside risk, the
firm points out. The lower price
CLEARLY UNHAPPY
limit is protected by the fact
that a bond will usually stabilize
in an area where it affords an
BT. LOUIS , Mo. UPI - Peter interest rate competitive with
211
=
1 a member of a group comparably rated fixed income
to helping men during securities, it adds.
after divorce cases, is uny with his own divorce settlement and he made It abundantly
clear.
GETS RESULTS
Bezayiff, ordered to pay his
former wife's attorney for child
custody hearing costs, walked
11110 the lawyer's office and dump- THORPE BAY, England UP!.
Rd 40,000 pennies on the floor. Eleven-y
ear-old Kevin Macey wesn't impressed by the army's
weaponry exhibit at the Imperial War Museum and said so in
MOST WANTED
a letter to the War Office. Too
old fashioned, he complained.
But the War Office was impressed.
RCEARIO, Argentina UPI-Police said they captured Juan R. They promptly dispatched a
Antoine, one of the city's most guided missile, complete -with
wanted holdup men, when he ea- mobile launcher, 10 tons of supprolled to become a police securi- orting equipment and six soldiers
ty guard.
to Kevin's front door to show
him more modern arms.

TREAT !OURSELF TO A
FLAVOR SURPRISE FOR
CEREAL - COFFEE - FRUIT

RYAN'S

m Terry Din TOIVeill
Price 45e

arldiir
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Frosty Acres
Vegetables Frozen in Butter

.4110- vo

Hollywood

CANDY
,
6 Pak 19C
dl
Arr
.

•

Flavor Kiitt
New Soring

COOKIES -

2
•••

for

69C

UV IN COOKING
AND
BAKING
TOO

Bush

BUTTER
2/
1
2lbs.

Scott Cello

POTATO CHIPS
SWIFTENING
quart

I-.

Dixie Belle -

Lay's Twin Pack

Pan Cake Mix 311t
CHARMIN 4

Ron!

390

BABY FOOD 2 for 150
Stokely

19c

Gasper

Ketchup

1 -lb.

Angler -

20-os.

Kelly
Vienna

69,

CHILI

290

2#.:490

Bush

Sausage

303

4 cans $1

CAKE MIX 4 60-tc,,, $1

Spinach

2c;v2W GreenKy. Beauty

Beans N2250

Kraft Apple

JELLY

2 e 490
Frosty Acres

PIE SHELLS
2 in pkg.

•V•DINNERS

AT

CRISCO OIL
3 lbs.
790

Daman Hines 2-lbs.

490
690

250

1-1b.

CRACKERS

VIGA ,
•
Si( *AO
WOWS' (A1.14•11
%ODIUM (,11111A,11
no4 v %oily ri
101.011011 •1108•011141/411,1 A110.6
1 0
(A 1/11•CA1/..111111 AMID
(Al
l0)11 re4 IA (•••)11 1.11/

Packed in Ryan new Foil Lined Ions
We carton. First of Its kind in the U.S.

690

fm.

Gerber Strained

MAYONNAISE 49C

A PASTEURIIEOHOMMERI/Ell
PRODUCT FOR
COFFEE. CERfAl AM FRIT

16 Ft OZ. (I PINT)

2

es.

Banquet

•

15-oz.

COFFEE

150

60 ct

DOG FOOD

Maxwell House

FAMILY NAPKINS

95C

Friskie
Canned

#2
34-

fcv

Kei
S ly-P1Y
0P 5-°JOES
L - 490

.11 .• I

it

Greatiqorthern

Binquet

POT PIES 19C
Chicken

CONTAINS NO MILK OR Mill
c.owls ••••‘• Nag •eve tog • tmi

HAM
3
$2.79

14I

Pal
PEANU1

Kraft -

3W

Canned
Armour

Krey Hostess

JUICE 32-oz. 39C

PAL

Steak 890
Sir oin Steak it 990
PORK CHOPS a. 690
rey
illeners_12-07-, 390
Bacon
590
Beans 3

I0-oz.

Swift Premium

Shedd Prune -

•

Broccoli Spears
Baby Limas

Cut Corn - Green Beans 1 0-oz. 35(
Swift Premium
Mixed Vegetables Peas
Green
Round
-41
•

Martha White

OF
PAL
NON DAIRY PRODUCT

a ro. 1.00

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Wall Street
Chatter

SALMON

rerry Cloth
lish Towels

&

- Beef
Turkey

3f°'84

BEEF - SALISBURY STEAK - CHICKEN TURRET - MEAT LOAF - MEXICAN•BEANS & FRANKS

1-kw
—i'mase

48 z.

PUNCH 310
EGGS 39C
C4411::

39

REn

POTATOES ____ 10 lbs. 394
CARROTS
pkg. 10*
CABBAGE
lb. 5*
12-os. bag

JOHNSON
a

a

a

a

a

.•

e••••• 4•.••• ts,•:*
•••
a
a
a
a
a

I

O....,
•
el

e.1
I

FRESH SLAW

19*

STORE HOUR S

Open TO 9:00

e1," C...) C..) 0.1,0
,
.

CV.

•----wrodir:.41e.'14114W.

,

AA& 4i.1.,•!,,A

•

V
7
.

ela
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Solution
NORTH FORK
NEWS
Of Problem
Not In Sight

Wed

By Mrs. R. D. Key
April 3,1.969

Mks Zipora Morris returned
home from
HwyCam*He&
OW on Saturday where dm ustl•
emelt surgery two IMO! NO.
Window on the World:
She is doing fine and sends thanks
Mideast Talks:
to all for'the nice cards, calls,
Mideast experts see ligtieleVe
flowers, other gifts, visits, to all
for early concrete results from the nurses. Dr. Newman, Dr.
the Big Power search for a solu- Rhea ,
a d Dr. minor. special tb.
tioo to the Arab-Israeli conflict las
to
the staff oaths twig
They expect the tails
goon and third ftootr of the hospitall
or
for weeks and even if a Big
their kindness in making her day
Four formula Is to be found,
and the ones who stayed with her,
its sillidtaneous acceptance by more pleasant,
and most ofallfor
Arabs SIM Israelis Is considered
the prayers for her recovery.
enlikdy. No Arab leader could
Visitors in to see Miss Morris
surdes major concessions to the
on Weckiesday and Thursday in
broads 11114 la turn are unlikely the hospital were Mrs. Cork
In aceuptanything sbort ofpower- Morris, Mrs. Gary Beecham,
tel
including territor- Ann Paschall, Linda Kay Hardial gain.
iog, Mr. and Mrs. Ira TarkingPriellifire on DeGaulle Ease* ton, Bro. Vaden, Barden Nance,
Prosiest Charles DeGaulle Mrs. Monese Irvin,
Elbert Elmay have io devalue the franc kins, and Mike Jenkins.
after all. Mallon is now beginnMr. and Mrs. R. D. Key were
ing lo dam sows algas d law in Nobles Hospital Saturday to
Ilkg elf, the drib cm the re- see Dr. Newman_
mits has boa domed to a
Bro Vadeo and Mrs. Carlene
MA*and Frank ImhdrisMats Paschall visited Mrs. Ella Mormart that their apart crews ris and Zipora Morris
on Monare nigher than avar Wore. day.
Wide Open Race:
Mrs. Ruby Owen visited the
The Philippines
apposition R. D. Keys Tuesday night.
Liberal party can't make te) its
Visitors to see Z1pora Mormind on the candidate who will ris at home Sunday were Mr.
appose President Ferdinaisi E. and Mrs. R. D. Key, Mr.
and
Marcos in ned November's ala- Mrs, Morris Jenkins and
son,
dins. Sen. Sergio(em won Kenny,lbir. and Mrs. Ralpb
Gallia dose straw poll by a narrow more, Mr. and Mrs.
Gaylon H.
Margin in last month's unofficial Morris and daughter, Mrs.
Gay-'
Liberal convention but 011011111S'S Ion Morris, and
Mrs. Bert!.
rivals refuse to recognise it. As Jenkins.
ALresull,somaleadersareeamo• - -Mrs. Polly Paschall
remains
sling a wide open, alliedlains about the same at
the Henry Coaffair dam the party IIIMM Mr- mity Hospital.
mally In June.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr and
tiatiotialist C/bamwalmitimrs son visited Mrs. Bertie Jenkins
on Formosa are prandbar Oat Sunday.
Peking will tate se ern harder
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt and
Line toward the UAW Shim aid children of Nashville, Tenn.,
spethe Soviet Rehm Air11111eisSkigt nt the weekend with the
Glynn
of the
Inif(tie Chia- Orrs in Puryear. Dinner guests
-a:Se vaimmInseity."-Tkey say on Sunday were Mr. and
Mrs.
the preesolisen at Ching Meg. Glynn M. Orr and son, and Mr.
yds edparty Chatramillas taw and Mrs. R. D. Key.
tog,sid CMsa 11,4a,diadem
Mrs. Wattle Taylor of Purcad*
amihis
year, Tana., underwent surgery
lat maidamt, fatiarda Ile hard- in the Methodist Hospital in MempiI4
phis, Tenn., last week. We are
•
Tilt OMIIIIIIIMRod Ch- glad to report she is doing fine.
ino VII IMMO la Mks act.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernal Grooms
limbo d
rervail IksdsI- and family are visiting Mr. and
Casdhdsoiak aids sadpesdhly Mrs. Clifton Grooms this weekcredit more tries along the end.
bag 00m-Resda border in the
Addpbus Paschall Is in Generoar More.
al Hospital with the flu and pneuNes Tat kw Ws. Gaited: monia. Mrs. Paschall
is home
A aim 1St trallimelli las. with the flu.Several cases around
stint ashram
Prime here and in Puryear causing the
1111114ibir Mrs. ledra•Ciamtlhi and schools to be closed.
bur datidar oppadtion in the
Conran party. la CaMrat state,
AS Miellyiradseariean sad vetins party mrasber,former RailMIMI 11011111111 E. K. Pabei, is
SIIMINS a peditunentary seat in
a Imodstesa. Opposing him is
dist Singh with the strong tackles of Hrs. Geoid. Her oppon.
mis dame Sat Mrs. Gianni is
laidlig Mk am closer to the
Commoist aunp and claim that
amid moaai is being used to
bask Simi.
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By PHIL NEWSOM
UPI Foreign News Analyst

•••--

Monarch

FRUIT

f

Police say ne uaS cone s
about 20 times. Eyewitnesses
described the youth as having
l• ong sideburns.

CONS'S CURSE William D.
Cobb, 65. shows in San Franciscoa 14.pound cauliflowerpearl he wants to -sell
for $35 million. Cobb got
the pearl from a South Seas
chieftain after curing the
chiefs son of malaria. Cobb
kept the gem for 21 years
because of a curse on it that
the son of the pearl's owner
would die if the gem was
. sold within 21 year,

BISCUITS
Smoked

39018.
HAM SLICESc.-iiid..
lielittueirlIS 390.. PGAT
iBleeis
STEAKETTES.
-•
Sara Lee - 13-es.

• Buy home and land
• Small Down Payment
• Low Monthly Payment
• We finance up to 9 years
Several models available-2 and 3 bedrooms
Location: Lot $4, Lakeway Shores Subdivision. Glair: Grey and white.
Contact
,
GAC Trans-World Accoptonc• Corp.
1114 (Uy 111•21
151,42 haree290• Seed
Leath. WA.
40294
/6141160061 5et-419-4262

••••

COOKIES 2/690

590,B,Nn
Sl'A

to
DWI
4
mere
low.

„It

•

12-in x 25 ft.

REYNOLDS WRAP
varano - 15-ea. con

HAr
M AD
MEN"'CHEESE

29*-

CHILI with -BEANS
3/890
Bush's Great Northern
BEANS 15-oz. 3/29,
con

Gerber Strained

BABY FOOD

7*

gl
Te iatAckE RIBS

gc: 490

HUSH PUPPIES
Frosty Seas - 2-lb. pkg.

FISH STEAKS
Pet Ritz - 2 in pkg.

4

PING

33*

48oz. $1

can

CORN
GRAPE JELLY
MARGARINE
PUREX

FLAKES Kellogg's — — — 18-oz.

89*
FOLGER'S INSTANT

29*

COFFEE
$129

MIXED VEGETABLES _ _ _ _ 2/39*
Frosty Acres - 8-oz.
BROCCOLI SPEARS
2/39*

10-ox. jar

Morton (excl. ham) - 11-oz.

MEAT DINNERS

39*

Welch — — — 20-oz. glass

Yellow Solid — — — — 3 lbs.

Bleach

VS tal.

390
39°
49°
29'

Fresh Vine Ripe

VEGETABLE SHORTENING

TOMATOES
19°
RED POTATOES-10_1i, bag 390
0
CARROTS_
LEMONS_ _ _ _
390
GRAPEFRUIT _
490
lb

CRISCO

3-lb. can

79°

DEL 'MONTE a ELLOW CLING

Washed

Fresh Crispy

PEACHES

#2è

oirkEit

sl cans 07

5-lb. bag

49°

I Lb.Bag

quart

39

.MRS. HUBBARD'S

A

Y PIES

if

10

Calif. Juicy

Seedless (lb bag _

doz. to bag
10e)
5-lb

SALAD DRESSING-

E-Z Serve

-

bag

White

PAPER PLATES

100 ot. 59°

1 dos.-SpO
ctni.

Bush
Kraft Jet-Puffed - lb. bags

MARSHMALLOWS_ 2 F.D. 490

W1L1
en,
ea. L
FOR
17.

00N(
azd

Meta

Frosty Acres - lb bag

SALAD BOWL

The frames are up Much work is done.
You complete or hire your own contractor

atm
ash

VANILLA

BROWNIES 79*

FLOUR

bargain
llo
me
a rea
tor the HANDYMAN

3/25°

Friveriz590_:.

size

7

LY1

Nabisco - 15-os.

Tenderized smoked
PICNICS

MARTHA WHITE
Plain or
Self-Rising

*az.

2/69'

CO1
PW
a.

8 os

Ballard - Pillsbury

i!Fully Cooked.

Frosty Acres - 10-oz.

SPRINGFIELD, W. UPI - Pd.%
Ice are beide( for a young mm
who keeps popgdng hito the mm's
room of area coin laundry's, emerging in the nixie and traldne
away with his clothes under his
arm.

ila& ".
D
f
isars 4

FEEDIECEMON13a0iES

PIE SHELLS
LONG SIDEBURNS

La
dal
on
Ms
WI
da

PINTO BEANS 15 37729°
DRY MILK ____4qj 390

Cloverleaf

PARKERS

FOOD
Ti'V.57(47OArla/fif &Ai/TY/MO'AtLOWPR/CE

S

-

-£PUU.$,1989
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MAN CHARGED

TAKES ALL KINDS

A TRIBUTE

RwitOmi

s 49°
2/69°

AMARILLO, Tex. UPI - Pro- SOUTH PORTLA
CHRISTCHURCH, England UPI
ND, Maine
. A local survey on the
problem fanity and abusive language pour- UPI - The family of Sgt. 1. C.
ed from the police radio for 15 O'Neil
of warts reveals that most
J. Jondreau was pleasantresidents of Christchurch believe minutes before the officers found ly surpris
ed Sunday by a fullthey can be charmed away by out it was coming from one of page advertisement
in the Porttheir own cars this weekend.
burying beef in the garden.
land Sunday Telegram conveying
Police said a 20-year-old man, his Easter
ItEAL ESTATE POE SALE
greetings from VietPOE SALE
handcuffed and belted clown in a nam.
UNIT AND FOUND
PREDATORS PROTECTED
GORDON'S FISH & Fruit MarkGIREE411=0011 brick house, HARLATZDAVIDSON
patrol
car
by
officers
investigat"Happy Easter to my wonderChopper.
it. Mwar 1)9. 2 coital west of hall air
ing a disturbance, managed to
conditioning, all elec- Very good condition, new meet LOST: Black male cat in vicinity
ful family, from Daddy," JondZan= Ferry Bridge. Fresh tric,
of Doran Road and Keeneland
large living-dining room and reconditioned
reach
the
microphone with his reau's massage said. "I love
Maine, New Hampshire and
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. UPI-.Aprtranimimits, Subdivision, Phone 753-407&
leattaielry Like catfish every
combination, large kitchen Ind springer front end,
Vermont are the only three states big toe and turned the air as you." The telegram, which orMinters biz
day. Vine ripe tomatoes, field utility
AeSC il is "Hawk and Owl Month" in
storage area, carport, oe mounts. Call 7534199
that still have a Governor's blue as their uniforms.
pews, 1St lb. by the basket. extra
after
Indiana.
dinarily charges $700 a page
large lot. Near Robertson 5:00 p. se.
The man was charged with
Standard gas 30 9/10 per.
TYNC
Gov. Edgar Whitcomb so pro- Executive Council.
for advertising, carried Jondregal. School. By owner. Call 753-1393
ctrunken
FOR RENT OR LEASE
ness
*
*
*
and
use
Wholesale and Retail. Opon 7 days
of proEane au's ad free as a tribute to
claimed it in an effort to protect
or 753-6973 nights. A-10-C NEW HEAVY DUTY disc bladand abusive language
days a week.
Maine's fighting men.
Aprildi&C
The bluebird is the official
es. Coulter blades and plow FOR RENT OR LEASE: 1500 the predatory birds from other
mite bird orAliseouri.
ONE ACRE LOT with two-bed points. Get our price before you square foot Commercial Build- predators-hunters.
CONTACT teat Wright at 902 room frame,
living mom, kitch- buy. Vinaun Tractor Company, log, at 401 No. 4th St., Phone'
Poplar for your income Ms en, bath
May-l•C 753-3018.
A-111•C
utility, electric heat, 7534692.
nee& Call 7534201 for appoint carport,
WORD PUZZLE
4-inch plastic well. GREY NIGHT
(Why not increase your allotment
Aft"."""terdaY's
CRAWL
most
ERS
today)
and
A-15-C Reece Falsely, cm Highway 97.
CARD OF THANKS
Red Worms. Be sure and try
CMS CHICEM
ACROSS
4-Possessive
Phone
snarl
A-10-P them Grey Nightcrawiers!
LYNDA POCOCK Chaney has
DONM
We
U
the
harn/y
pronoun
of James B.
For
1-Devoured
GUOUBILI OMGP2ri
S.Pepe's re4
joined the capable staff of oper- LARGE
WOODED LOT, 230' x this vicinity the Grey Night- Shakell wish to express our
6ESClamat6n
6-Unproductive
MOD OFIGq0
store at The Hairdresser Beauty 450', 4% miles
deep
crawler
appreciation to our many
s are very new. They are
6-Doscharge a gun
from city limits
NUMB GOO
741
'
99
""
Salon, 202 South 6th Street on Hazel Highway
11 Conductor
MON
GDR MOOS
. Phone 753- resistant to heat and to cold. friends and neighbor' who sent
9-Bone
13-Plasmas
She invites all her Mends to 3896.
MR ME.
Or4
10-Assuage
A-15-C For your bait needs, Call 753- flowers and food. Hey God Mem
15-Prmter'
CUOG
s
P WOO mall
for an appointment at 753.
12.Pretn: down
3450, or see Lee Smith on the each and everyone of you all la
measure
1UMN
14-Continued
MOM
ROM
New Concord Highway. Watch our prayer.
A-11-C BRAND NEW-This
16-Rubbers on
attempt to gain
GUDOM GOO
three-bedpencils
for the din&
possesston
Wife and Son,
TFNC
15UOUG10 OORIOJW
mom brick is a honey17-Cartel.,
car11I-No
te of scale
000
GET RID of mato, they weal peted through
GOMM MOO
Sider
and
Brother
s
20-South African
out, hes built-in
19-Delinum
rinfi OUCNI3 Er10
loom es Moir own Tender 10 range, central
Dutch
ire
1TP
(1.88,)
heM and air, TREAT RUGS right theY11 be
""en- •-n's icknarne
9
tight ea eating if yea
21-Calumniate
NO den, large utility, carport, two a delight if cleaned with Blue
24
23-Ma
-Sun sodn
39 Flat-bottomed
53-Comfort
22-11ind
Ikea. Kelly's Pest Control le Os baths and is
25-Haul
boats
sharp in every way. Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
57.MUSIC: as
24-Peruse
-27-Quote
mower. locally owned dad op- Buy
41 Region
written
today and you can choose $1. Big K
30-Oriental nurse
26-Man's rusme
43-Puzzle
'rabid for 30 years. We can be the carpet.
58-Exists
32-Girl's
name
Sparkle
28-Limb
44-Ru
ss Carpets
pees (atstir
USED STOVE and refrigerator.
reached 34 hours a day. U Ws
35-Consecrated
60-Lamprey
46-Preposition
IN KINGSWOOD--This beauti- Good condition. Phone
Carpeting containing fine 29 Macaw
37-Above and
4S-Musical
62 Symbol for
753-7722.
peat call as. Pbom
touching
ful three-bedroom house has en
strands of stainless steel as part 31 -Lamb's
calcium
instrument
pen
name
A-10-C
Climber of Cemeniree enclosed double garage,
38-En
thusiasm
51-Bucket
of the backing and pile does not 33-Note of scale
64-Guido's low note
extra
ailders Aawycionea 12P- large
DIAMO
build
NDS are a girl's best
up static electricity that 34.Young stweP
!Amity room, patio, two
7 a 9 10
ISE Kelly's Peot Centred. 100
36-Stcdian volcano
baths, utility, built in range, friend-until she finds Blue can cause dangerous or unpleasIs. 13th Street, phase 711341114. dishwas
38-Hebrew month
ant
sparking. Nickel stainless
II
13
her, and dim:meal. It has Lustre for cleaning carpets.
14
40-Festne
H-A-0-C central heat and air and is Rent electric shampooer $1. steel is used because it will not
16
17
See is,
42-Go in
rust
when
carpets are cleaned.
Western Auto Store.
SOX
A-12-C
BELTONE factory fresh hear- ready for occupancy.
45-Rodent
21
22 23 •
47 Courageous
ing aid batteries for all make TIU,LEVEL-This large tri-level CLEANI
NGEST
carpet cleaner
person
hearing aids, /albs Drugs. _ Is loceted only five minutes you ever
26=
used, so easy too. Get
49-Vest ages ---21I
from downtown. It has city waH-1TC
SO-Let
Blue
fall
Lustre. Rent electric shamter, air conditioning, electric
30
Drink
52
Most
Scotch
-Wrthered
A-12-C
STANDING AT STUD: Resist- heat, three bedrooms, living pooer $1. Big K.
54-Greefi fetter
5
ered thoroughbred, race win- room, garage, den with fire- PEANU
SS King of Bastian
NEW YORK (UP1)--Fetir
T MACHINES, doing
e with outstanding confor- piece, utility mom, two baths good
56-South
African
Ao
41
42
-43 44
business. Double your of the five top Scotch-drinking
spear
mation and breeding. Fee $500 and an extra large lot. Also money
on peanuts, $600.00. metropolitan areas are Aliso in
59.Earth goddess
AS
47
48
to
registered
thoroughbred Ml the floors are carpeted and Phone 733-5877 after 5:00 p. ra. the top five in population, ac61-Relate
mares. All others, $50. For Sate: the drapes are included.
63..Usurb
52
53
$4
cording to a survey, by Batton
A-10
-C
65.Dinner
4
course
registered
thoroughbred ANOTHER NEW ONE-Only
Distilling Company. They are. 66-Compass point
57
mares bred to above stud, at $20,500. will buy this breed TWO GOOD used GE automat39 ao
67-Hindu cymbals
low, low prices. Also one like. new house. It has cereal heat ic washers. One 21 foot chest in order, I) New York, 2) (iii64
cago,
3
3)
Los
Angeles
DOWN
and
5)
Denew combination
1968 Irwin and air, carpeting, two baths, type Coldspot deep freeze. One
and Horse Trailer, 16 x utility room, three bedrooms, 21 inch console B & W GE TV troit, Status-conscious Washingliteriwage
7
2-Delicate
6 inside, cost $1900.00, sell at living room, carport, and a large All good, priced to sell. Bil- ton is fourth.
3-Babylonian deity
Distr. by Vnited Feature Symilirete, Ise 9
$1300.00. Phone 474-2297.
brey's Car & Home, 210 Main.
corner lot.
A-16-P ONLY $15,750-will buy this
A-10-C
three bedroom house located directly across from an element- NORGE Refrigerator, turquoise.
ary school. It has a large den 8 h. p. garden tractor with 42SERVICES OFFEND.
with fireplace, living room, kit- inch mower. Three years old.
SNOOPY LEFT
HE 14A4N'T HEARD FROM HER FOR
THAT STUPID BEAGLE! HE
A-10-P
WILL DO oil changes, oil file chen with built-in appliances, Phone 753-6847.
TRY TO FIND
TO
A LONG TIME 50 RE 11400644T
en, lubrications and car wash carpeting and an extra large lot. YEAR OLD
COULDN'T FIND ANYTHING!
Portable Dishwash1415 MOTHER..
is L. D Workman Oil Co, 401 It's a steal so see it today.
HE'D TRY TO FIND HER...
ers at drastically reduced prices.
South 4th.
A.44 ONLY $6.500 will get you a Dick & Dunn, 110 South 12th
good comfortable house to live Street.
A-10-0
FOR GOOD and quick TV and In.
It is on an acre lot and has
service, call Bilbrey's 753- city wines
and is only a stones NEW
17.
ELECT'RIC Guitar and amTIC throw from the highway. There
plifier Phone 492-8596. A-10-C
as
three
bedroom
s. living room
CONCRETE WALKS driveways
A patios. Let me figure with and both plus kitebtft. 111 real- REGISTERED Pekingese paply
ism*
Or UMW •"
pies. Ten weeks old and have
on your concrete work. Free
tea. No obligation. Call 11 ACRES 41-102-W deb had their shots. One male and .00000
$8.000.
It's on a midi *WV one female. They are ideal pets -*
Gerald Carter, 753-8260. A-10-C
and has a Ina trelltilla ft and are nearly house broken.
HAVE YOU TRIED it? Your looks rough from the road but Call 753-5583 after
5:00 o'clock.
have. Paneling and cab-, there is some good pagbere land
A-15-C
toots to match, at prices you off the road. Only 12 miles
ike. Ken-Ten Feelding Sup- from Murray and two from the WAILS LOOK A SIGHT? We
have the best selection of pana207 M
lake.
I FEEL
pas-,84.614L
6111112
IF YOU'RE thinking of building eling in town. Prices to suit HELLO,
PUNK
see ROBERTS REALTY for that your budget. Ken Ten Buile:ng
DOCTOR
choice lot. We have them from Supp:y, 207 Maple, 753-6583.
TODAY I SO
WANTED TO RENT
$1,500 up, in town and out of
A-11-C
DO I
town.
We
have several nice ones
WANTED: One or two-bedroom
unfurnished house out of city for split levels at this time. Be- YES, WE HAVE them. Warm
Units on paved road. Must have fore you buy or build see Hoyt weather is coming-you need
g water and bath. Rent or Ray at Roberts Realty. If these seat cushions made of
reasonable. Phone 753-1916 and you're thinking of selling let cool, comfortable, fatigue-reducfor Mary.
WHO Roberts list that property and ing foam rubber. Secretarial
Itin_zeiro-••"
guarantee you the highest pos- and Executive
chair sizes, $5.95
sible return. Call 733-1651 for and $6.95. Ledger
and Times Ofall your real estate needs.
fice Supply Store
A-15-NC
A-11.0
Protect Your Hens*
94
eane
.
ii
CHOME DINETTE set with six
j
chairs. Excellent condition. Call
492-8793.
To S., %I I t`e. 00 .4m
••••..ve
A-11-C
RENY
0 1 NV 5, us. ,
1 04.4•• 1,...0e
Atte 9
1966
MOB, British racing green.
4-BEDROOM one panelled) tirostory brick home for rent New Wire wheels. Local owner.
gas furnace, carport, large utili- Priced to sell. Phone 753-7575
or 753-6751.
A-11-C
ty. Excellent location, 1000
one all kinds of
Sharp Street. Available April
"UNINVITED GUESTS"
5. Key is at 205% N. 10th St
THE LAST ((,ASP) THING
(All Work Guaranteed)
EVEN HIS (BRIEF
IS IT?
ITS A PLAY...NOT IN
Mureay. Write Bob Gass, 1618
HELP WANTED
I HEARD WAS A THREAT
CASE REEKS OF
SHAKESPEARE'S STYLE ...
Call Your Local
I SURE ;PEGGED THOSE PROFESSORS
W.
S.
10th
Street,
Ft.
Lauder(sop)
HANG
FROM
FRAUD
me
MD
.'
AN D,
Representative
UNJAHM
dale, Fla. Phone 524-5341. TIC WANTED: Short-artlar night WRONG, ROLLO. THOUGHT THE•i'D
THE HIGHEST
MRS. KEYS KEEL
PORI/NE YOU FOR
cook, and day madness. Apply
RAFTER
OF
111E
753-4672
TOOL RENTALS: Mowers, ro- in person, Trenholna's Drive-In, PALMING OFF A PHONY
GLOBE THEATRE
HUNTINGDON HOME
tor tillers, skill saws, sanders, lath & (1estout
TIC SHAKESPEARE
IN STRATFORD
THEM
ON
drills,
floor buffers, auto bufIMPROVEMENT CO.
ON AVON:
WANTE
D,
Waitres
s
and
cook.
fers, paint sprayers. Rent by
"W. Go Anywhere A
MAC & Ann's Truck Stop Cafe.
hour or -by day. Call Bilbrey's
Termite Go•s"
Phone 753-8540.
A-1S-C
753-3617.
TIC
WITC
HOUSE TRAILER on private
lot, on Sycamore Street. Phone WANTED: Private Tutor for
4th and Sen grade students for
753-5332.
TIC 6 weeks
this summer. Cell 753FARM HOME fee mat, Sae NMI etier 7416 p. a.
AelOP
miles from town on route 5,
one-eighth milf off paved med.
Te
Two bedrooms, running water WANTIES): Experienced paintCo• --An Agtoft now.*
Not*. 1**••••••
*WI Wp7 II1/1//
rk
and bath. Garage and other out. ers. Steady wort and good pay.
Paid
vacation
s,
workma
ns
coin
buildings, including a large garpensetio
n
and
unemplo
yment inden site. Rent reasonable, retired couple preferred. Call surance furnished. For interFrom
view,
call
753-5287
.
A-15-C
Mrs. D. M. Bailey at 753-2719
THAT BULLET THROUGH
A-9-P WANTED: Car hostess, K-N
IT \NAS A SILLY
HE Al N`T EVEN
and has a
'/OUR HEAD WASN'T
NEWLY DECORATED 5-room Rootbeer Drive-to, Sycamore
ACCIDENT!!
BRE
ATHING.
and
4th
I.°
Street
Apply
in
perem.,
unfurnished
I NTEN T I ONAL,SIRhouse. Electric
?-ARE YOU
FULL SERVICE
HE HASN'T
A-11-P
ENOUGH TIME TO 1
heat,
garden
mace.
Availabl
e
DEPARTMENT
LISTEN I NG,
MORE.THAN
now. Phone 753-3001 or 474TELL HIM SOMETH NG
SIR?
2280 or see at 503 North 8th
A FEW
Call Us For:
MALE HELP WANTED
THAT'LL MAKE HIM
Street.
A-10
SECONDS
-C
ALL YOUR MOBILE
FEEL A LOT BETTER?
DOUBLE YOUR INCOME. SalemTO LIVEHOME NEEDS
OFFICE SPACE available, Na- man, full or part time
in
ar
• HOOf Repair
tional Hotel 500 sq. feet, air- area. Contact business
and preconditioned. Arranged to suit fessional people. If you
• Blocking
*
4
9
4"
have
tenant. Contact Ed Frank Kirk previous selling or
• Leveling
intangible
at Diuguids.
A-13-C experience, this is an unusual
NO JOB TOO LARGE
AN
; 4p4
Money Making Opportunity for
NEW
QUADPLEA
apartment.
OR TOO SMALL
Two bedrooms, ceramic tile you! $150 weekly guarantee to
Hwy. 641 South
bath, air conditioning, s to v e man meeting our requirements.
0›
Write unmeditely to. Manager,
733-3640
and drapes. Phone 753-7457
Box 700, Painesville, Ohio 44077.
Sib
‘tr
A•15-C
Glitz Ceer---2-A-11-11
le•aid
4-9
I

Savings Bonds bail you out!
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mama

Peanuts®

by Charles M. Schulz

Nancy

- - 18-oz.

- 20-oz. glass

___

3 lbs.

19°
mbag 39°
10°
390

• - lb.

to bag

lb. bag49°

-- 100 et

390
390
49°
29o

by Ernie Bushmiller

410

poa

Abbie 'N Slats

by R. Van Buren

MURRAY MOBILE
HOMES
Is Now Open

Lil' Abner

8 a.m.to 8 p.m.
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Solution Is SEEN I HEARD ...
Worse Than
The Problem

MURRAY. INNTUCIILY

Hospital Report

Census — Adults
87
Census — Nursery
4
Adienelens, Anal 7. 1%9
other day and cut off semi
Kenneth R. Keel. 404 South
more low limbs from the trees.
We hanged our hoed on low 10th Street, Murray; Mrs. Fay
limbs last year which came near Parris, Route 5, Murray; Miss
the depleting our supply of Vanessa Weetherford., 1611 Ryepithets. We reached the point an, Murray; James Martin, 907
where we either had to re- Pogue, Murray; Keith Flory,
search on new epithets or cut 1629 Univ. StaL, Murray; Jack
By DICK WEST
off some of the limbs so we Donlon, Route 1, Benton; Mrs.
Wanda Beane, 403 South 12th
WASHINGTOR UPI - A cones- these the latter course.
Street, Murray; Mrs. Carlene
gee of min dIpeetted the followPaschall, Route 3, Murray; Mrs.
*note on ray desk:
Two Brown Thrashers scratch- Veronica Ross,
712 College Cal.,
"A few days ago you Mentioned ing up the leaves behind
the
West's Third Law of Dynamic house. You can usually spot Murray; Mn. Carol McDonough
and baby boy, 1111 College Crt.,
Frestratios, ablabAgee bat them when you see leaves flyMurray; Mrs. Ruth Holley, Rt.
"the Bohan to my Elm prob- ing. It is usually a Brown, 2, Cottage
Grove, Tenn.; Mastet
lem Is likely 10 wafta *Pr Thrasher or a Towhee. The Donald
Troy Lee, Route 1, Benproblem than Me Gee it solves.' Thrasher has a long tail, long ton; Mrs.
Amanda White, Row"I! any additioaal evidence of bill and is streamlined. The lett Apts., West
Main Street,
the validity of this law is needed, Brown Thrush is chunky, how- Murray: Mrs Marguerite
Thornfeel tree to cite my experiences. ever his habits are about the burg, 20 Keniana
Drive, Ham"About three years ago, after same.
lin.
the Public Health Service began
OtaniheseIs
,
releasing warnings on the cigar- We leek forward to seeing some
Kentucky State Polies Trooper David N. Whitehoess.
George Crutcher, Buchanan,
Lebanon, gots congratulations and. plaque from S. 0. Roette hazard, I gait smoking. When small Squirrels this Spring. The Tenn.; Mrs. lone Morris, Route
ister, chairman of the Kentucky Petroleum Connell, for havI felt the need for a cigarette, I nest in the Hard Head Hick- 3, Murray; Hillman Lyons,
ing been named the "rwirst outstarsdlne trooper In nos Oleo
would have a soft drink instead. ory by the driveway is easy to Coach Est. Route 1, Murray;
for IIKS. A member of tho force Inc.s
20e so when the
young come Mrs. Ida Jo Walker, Route 5,
1%1, Whitehouse reout they should be fairly via Murray; Miss Debra
ceived the award for sonimplifying this boat traits of a state
Gains Weight
Osborne,
ible.
trisector. The Trooper of this Year program Is sponsored by
Route 5, Murray; Mrs. Peggy
Ph, Council In cooperation wet% the Kentucky Department
"That solved that problem,
Wimberley, Route 4, Paris,
of Publk Safety.
but almost immediately I began Maple tree is in new leaves. Not Tenn.; Walter Puckett, Route 3,
at
all out yet, but tiro or three Murray; Mrs. Mary E.
gaining weight.
otho
Haw"I was then confronted with a more days of this weather and thorne, Route 2, Hazel; Luther
bins
Criticizes Etritish
series of warnings about the they will be fully clothed.
ed
Richerson, Puryear, Tenn.; Miss
WALKING MACHINE — A 'prototype of a quadruped machine, designed
to give a
Narcotic Program
dangers of being overweight. So
Hot
Laura Kelso, Route 1, Lynn
soldier greater mobility and dexterity in handling heavy equipment, goes through its
I switched to diet drinks, which We would like to have our pic- Grove; Harley Hale, 403 Elm
me.
paces.
The operator's arm and leg movements are amplified by the legs of the
SCHENECT ADY,
N.
Y. use artificial sweeteners to re- ture made, but the camera is Street, Murray; „Robert Bray,
machine.
Eleven
feet
high.
weighing
too
3000
dern
pounds,
truthful.
able
it
move
is
(UPI)-Dr. Henry Brill. interna- duce the calory content.
to
five miles per hour.
Box 51, Hazel; Mrs. Annie Robglas
The machine has a 500 pound storage area and can drag 1000 pounds across
tional authority on drug and
the
ertson, 152 Park Lane Drive,
"That solved that problem,
of
ground.
General
We
Electric Company under a U.S. Army contract fabricated the machine.
should go to somebody like Murray; Mrs. Ploy Witherspoon
narcotic abuse. says England s but now I notice that the Food
mai
,
drug control program may actu- and Drug Administration has ra- Sarah. He is the one who takes Route 2, Farmington; Mrs. Pearl
of
ally have produced more addicts. ised a warning about the unrest- pictures of all the large wheels. Scarbrought (To Cony. Div.), RL
yea
President Nixon was only the
:Alabama had a 5.2 per cent
Brill said in a speech that ricted use of cyclamates, the He can make you look like 1, Hazel; Mrs. Minnie Moody increase
mm
Hying Nickel
in personal income in ninth President to ride to hi
most
anything.
If
you
want
to
(From Cony. Div.), 1708 Ryan
FRANKFORT—Kentucky ins a before England began allowing sugar substitute used in diet
inauguration in an automobile.
boi
1968.
Modern,
super
jetliners,
look
plike
president,
a
be
can
Ave., Murray..
0
wildflower artist who is pert and phi sicians to prescribe &tap_to drinks.
able of carrying from 360'to 490
do it. If you want to look like
`• • *
and
petite, speaks in. a soft, breath- addicts. it had only -about ?00- "It has proposed that soft-dri- a financier,
passengers,
require
about
10,0011
can
he
do
it.
If
you
It n
About two-thirds of South
less little,girl way and meticu- illegal users in the entire coun- nk labels list the cycleenate coo- are a philanthropi
pounds of nickel in alloy form
st, be .can
Alcoholics Anonymous now for
Florida's personal income in
-The number has now tent and advice adults to
lously applies watercolor to pap- try.
Korea's 20 million people still
engines, landing gear, engin,
/WM _ 790L leek like one.
to I
er with such purity of color an grown to several thousand:
farm small two or three-acre 1968 -was an estimated S1-9.9 bas more than 6.000 chapters mounts, thrust- reversers and
. he their ally intake to 3,500 millithroughout the world, says the miscellaneous pressure tubing
LI
grams.
:
• •
overall freshness is noticeable. said.
ha ether words he uses lights plots.
Encyclopedi
a
Britannic?.
Brill is chairman of the
Nellie Kennon Meadows of Clay
"Unfortunately, I am in the to bring out what he wants
her,
to
City is the name of the new American Medical Association hat of drinking more than that„ bring out and subdue what he
her,
artist who is creating much inter- Committee on Drug Dependence. To break that habit, I would have wants to subdue. He just does
stet
est with her paintings.
to switch to something else that not shine a light in your face
they
might be eves mere potentially and click. Photography is a
Less than a year ago Mrs.
is I
ileackiws was still thinking in
harmful.
real art, just like painting.
terms of "some day." Some Flat Spare
AKRON. Ohio(UPI)- Who
Jay she would concentrate only
Only Solution
on water(folor painting; someday finds security in a flat, spare
The. first Pony Express rider
abe would paint only wildflowers; tire'
IAA:, of motorists do. "So the only solution I can
Wee 4a:. she would, at her own these days.
nes:
more . 41 more see is to start smoking again." arrived in an Prancieco from
expense, have her paintings re- new model cars are .oming I was grateful to my colleague St. Joseph. Mo.. on April 14,
are
1860.
produced in prints. She talked equipped with the spare folded for his corroboration, and I got
only
this over with her hustand, Ros- neatly)n the trunk. Yep, folded. to thinking that if new health
the
• *
•
coe Meadows, Powell County busout
Developed by B. F. Goodrich menaces keep on being discoverinessman, and he agreed to un- to provide more auto trunk ed we will end up in a situation
beo
Jamaica is the largest and
derwrite her efforts...though, as space. the tire is deflated against like this:
ndin
most populous of Britain's
it turned out, he didn't.
its wheel when stored and can
Washington - The Public Health Caribbean partners.
But
At list October's MoontainPs- be quickly, blown up with i can Service warned today that living
be
rkway Art Stow on Hoedown Is- of compressed gas that comes Is bad for your health.
stud
It cited a recent study which
land, Natural Bridge State Park, with it.
duct
Mrs, Meadows exhibited only orshowed that 98.2 per cent of all
Hon
the people who developed hay
al miercolors of wildflowfever last year were alive at the
Fits
Hot _work impressed K. Polly Panics
Hart's
time.
Mk,
Nevyle Shackel- Flosiderer
"This proves that living is
ford ofSmittyville whose later
SANTOS. Brazil (U
Hay- very definitely a health hazard,"
article Meth Mrs. Meadows eame to theattedion of Fayette log burgled the home of . 1anoel a spokesman said.
SOUP
de Niuza while the owner slept. He said new statistical data
Park Prints
a
thief
decided
to
have
also
a
snack
indicate
The reproductions , numbered
a definite link between living and other types of
sad signed are ll by 14 inches, will before leaving.
He
quickly
fled,
however, ailments.
Jil for $12.50 each and only
;
i n turning on the kit- "Anyone who chooses to go
1,000 prints of each painting will when,
Del Monte
cro
hen
ts. a parrot
t cried out: on living in the light of this
be available.
somebody
here! evidence must do so at his own
Released in twos, the first pr- “There s
somebody
here! risk," the spokesman said.
ints are Cattail and Thistle)To "There's
Del
*
•
IF
be released at intersals of six
weeks are Spiderwert, Chicory,
International Set
Golden Rod, Partridge Pea, VioHAM
I te—
—2
Lots of Sweetness
let and Dandelion. To be available
In 1968, 21-countries were proF
0
in later issues will be Mountain ducing or circulating 44 denomFORT LEWIS. Wash.(UPI)Laurel, Trumpet Vine, Agera- inations of pure nickel coins and Sometimes the purchsg
Del
Monte
office
tum, Gerardia and Sticktights. 94 countries were producing or for this military post can be very
An additional 1,000 prints of circulating 2'71 denominations of sweet.
FO
aids painting? are being reserved 75% copper, 25% nickel coins.
Kosher Iceberg
The office called for bids
for a book to be published in coIlrecently to supply the fort with
aboratlon with Shackelford.
sugar for April. \lay and June.
Since being introduced to the
The bid imitation was for
there are 563,500 highway
art world, the Powell Comtism
VIII WORD The US. is not
50 tons.
bridges
in
the
United
States,
says
considering any immediate,
is enjoying (she loves public
the
LS.
Department
of
Transunilateral withdrawal" of
appearances) exposure on radio
*
• •
troops from South Vietnam,
and televisiisn, talks before ear- portation.
RisioARS
•OW itt
Secretary of State William
ls*.(mew in different cities
In 1968, the average net inP Rogers tells inquiring reagreed to write descriptive essand inhibits of her work,
come on Alabama farms was
She works in a neat, precise ays to accompany each print. s
porters in Washington.
Sunshine
way particdarly suited to wild- Knowing full well what a wildWhi
flowers Sad pethers flowers to flower should look like, be says
CRACKERS
„I Dial
be used in her gelatine within the artist has captured a true
a four-mile odes of her bane. likeness.
*
klb 694)
However, milk etIllenkre famMrs. Meadows believes afairy
iliar through* the Eaten half princess has strait berilllb a
sist,
CUT
of the United States.
magic wand lo eeellilWreems
ver
ape<
Her painting style is we reas- come true. "Eva better tbaa
and
the
on why her Mend, Shackelford, had dreamed."
etas
(Cantimind Prom Page ONO

State Artist
Petite And
Meticulous

•

I

SWANNS
MARKET

8-oz. Canned Vegetables. Fruits and Soups- 8-oz.cans
APPLE SAUCE
2 Foil 290

CORN — — — — 3 `°R 29'

3
350

Ready-To
Serve

TOMATO,
CHICKEN NOODLE,
PEACHES _ __2 F°R 350 CREAM OF MUSHROOM,
VEGETABLE-BEEF

— 3 R 390 FRUifte
3 Fc'n 290
TOMATO
COCKTAIL — — 2 390
WEDGES — — — 2 FOR 39'
PICKLES — — 1446. 490
TOMATO
sTBIJNEDBEN
SAUCE— — — 3 F°R 390
BLOSSOMS COOKIES
itlikayiis BEANS 3 F°R 45' 3 pk. $1°°
— 39°

TI

•0

XE

MEATS

trITTUCK ROAStnelems
SHOULDER
ROASTEND
MINUTE
GOV
EDSTEAKS
iriostriRYERS
BOLOGNA
ALL RUAT

-Maui NEW

- instant Broth
Seasoning

.69c

IT'S NO JOKE—This is a real, live day-old chick
with four legs Hatched.Saturday morning at the
home of Roy Kirkland in `Riverside. Cal.. the
chick is quite healthy and should have no trouble
scratching for grain.

semis oiscieuP
wigg,e44YOURSELF
0FHERS oeni A CikEl-K
Aingbagilia glarsiglkagrenri

-

8-os.

Mot
thy

pkg. 21e

the
'The

1.09 Salad
Dressin - - - now 35
.29 * * PRODUCE tr
REEN PEPPER
.49c RADISHES
100

MARTHA WHITE
Plain or
Self-Rising — — — — 5-113.
bag

FLOUR

•of
nigi:

Beef or Chicken

belt

Hellman's Spin-Blend (Reg. price 45. plat)

each ID'

cup
TOMATOES
PIMENTO lIEESE _ 45(' RED GRAPES
STORE MADE

•

eka.

lb. 19'
lb. 20'

LAUNDRY DETERGENT

49 GOLD POWER

11.

giant size

59e

Lev

non
In o
forr
non
nib
we
•twcfiti:ell
mei
and
real
'T
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Crime Causes
Extra Police
In Capital

tlb

—

GENERATION GAP

MURRAY
'1111/42IICKY

WEDNESDAY — APRIL 9, 1969
w.••IL.k.aolehr 1MF xala

WORLD WEEK

414

IOSTON JUDGE RUSES INV EMMET
ACT UNCOIIISTITUTIONAL-4T PASS
TO EXEMPT NON-RELIGIOUS
CONSCIENTIOUS °EJECTORS

‘14
SAN FRANCISCO UPI • Me
middle-aged crowd that rims the
NO!
city ran into the problem of the
BED CHINA HOLDS NINTH
generation gap when they annouPANTY CONGRESS MIST
101 10 YEARS ALTHOUGH
nced plans to sell and eventually
ODNETTTUTION CALLS
demilish the Kong Chow Temple.
KM ONE EVERY HIM
ALL 51 ABOARD DM
Five protestors plcksbmITIN9Al POLISH AIRLINER
CRASHES
AT CIACOVI
SOVIET
FLEET
day in hopes ofsaving the hisloric
By DICK WEST
ON PROWL IN
building. They were beaded by
THE ATLANTIC
MAST BulliES
WASHINGTON UPI - President Mrs. Charlotte Chang, who Is 9'?.
HOKKAIDO
i XI LIES
COAL MINERS
Nixon has proposed that 1,000
AT REST
BIG FOUR ENVOYS
IN ABILENE
TALK MIDDLE EAST
dditional policemen be hired to
Clan
IN NEW YORK
•
ARCADA, Calif. SS — Peelp cure crime in the nation's
NEW AMIASSAIX*5 announced by President Nixon are
INOIITH VIET REPORTED
••
captured
trone
capital.
the
ALL
$126,000
Sin
RISUILT
DUNNG
SUIT
IM
(from left) Val Peterson, former Nebraska governor, to
SOUl
COAL MONIS IN
This may be a good idea Is Juan OapLetrano Handicap at
Finland; Kenneth B. Keating, former New York senator, to
TWO GOVERNMENT
AVITN
i HT
Lf
far as the District of Columbia Santa Anita Saturday.
MINES IN AMMO
India; Robert Hill, ambassador under Eisenhower, to Spain
is concerned, but it is causing
some alarm in the surrounding
.
e•
place novradays-compared with suburbs.
drawbridge across the moat.
the past-and there are those who
Suburbanites fear that if crime
Being a commuter myself, I'm
fa
say that Hollywood is dead,
becomes impractical In Washing- inclined to favor a "fruit basket
And I suppose that is what 1 ton, the holdup men, muggers, turn over" or "musical chairs"
"RESELLIOUS- PRIESTS
EARTHQUAKES LEAVE
ARE "CRUCIFYINGHUNDREDS HOMELESS
was thinking at the front gate of looters and purse snatchers will approach to tho nrevhlann
CHURCH THEY SHOULD
IN TENSE MIDEAST
, ince the extra cops have chasUniversal, watching all theactiv- move out to their neighborhoods.
SERVE SAYS POPE
ity as streams of people drove
Already officials ofa neighbor- ed the criminals into the suburbs,
out, saying goodnight. For Univ- ing Maryland community have I intend to move into the city, If
ersal has helped put the lie to complained that they are getting enough other suburbanites follow
any notion that Hollywood Lacked. a big spillover of crime from this plan, the holdup men will
SALT LAKE CITY UPI - Salt aning operation of the Jordan week were called to remove a wrecked car
Washington.
have nobody to hold up except
was dumped there
By RICK DU BROW
Lake County has been engaged River this spring,
Most Spectacular
So here we have another app- other holdup men.
junked automobile discovered in by three leaders of the clean411
In
a
mammoth
dredging and clelication of West's Third Law
Sheriff's deputies earlier this the river. A check showed the up campaign.
HOLLYWOOD UPI - I was out
On sight alone Universal cha- of Dynamic Frustration, which
at Universal Studios early the llenges any of the great studios- starts that "the solution to any
other evening, and as the com- past or present-for the right to problem is likely to create anobination of dusk and sunset settl- be considered the most spectacu- ther problem bigger than the
ed over the lot, the old thrill of lar and colorful and glamorous. one it solves."
Hollywood glamor suddenly hit No studio, of course, can hope
Suburbanites, however, are a
me.
to match the fantastic rosters farsighted bieed. "Plan ahead"
Whatever the big thinkers say, of stars who used to be under is their credo, and they are unglamor is still the secret weapon contract to the oldtime film or- likely to let a problem sneak
of this town, and the ability to ganizations-because actors today up behind them.
maintain the illusion and image operate independently. But UnivJust the other day a real esof glamor in the terribly real ersal has done the next best tate developed disclosed plans
year of 1969 is no mean achieve- thing in terms of glamor-by bri- for a new subdivision of $200,ment. But Universal has some- nging the touch of Hollywood 000 homes protected by guard
how managecno do it.
magic closer to the average per- houses, an encircling wire mesh
Unless yuu crave worked in son.
fence and electronic sensors hidand around this town for a while,
The tours offered by the studio den in the shrubbery.
It may be difficult to understand now are widely known, and highly
A spokesman said the project
exactly bow important glamor is successful. It was a concept clev- would provide "maximum secto the substance of the dreams erly devised, and-like the large urity for residents during this
of those who hope to succeed amount of film product turned crime-ridden era."
here. The people who forgeahead Out by universal tor television
This may be the beginning of
41•11
here could do just as well in and movies-was, in its own way, a late 20th Century adaptation
steel or farming or mining, but an added step to help amortize of the medieval walled city conthey chose Hollywood-and glamor the tremendous overhead of the cept. But with a reverse twist.
Is the reason la.lhair heart of 420-acre studio in the San Fern- In the Middle Ages, people built
hearts.
ando Valley.
walls around cities to keep evilStanding at the front gate, one doers out. The modern version
No Secret
gets an immediate idea of the may be to buail walls around citstudio's all-inclusive attempt to ies to keep eindoers in.
The toughness and ruthless- Incorporate the glamor of the
If all of the suburbs around
ness of a town like Hollywood new with that of the old. To the Washington and outer American
are hardly secrets anymore. And left, there is the sleek, awe- cities erect barriers, criminals
only a fool would go around say-.somely efficient-looking building will have no place to go when
ing that every bit of film turned that houses the chief executive the police force is strengthened.
out by a studio is to be treasured offices. Straight ahead, one sees
I will hazard a prediction,
because of the glamorous surrou- into the working quarters of the however, that the "fortress subndings in which it was turned out. studio itself. And now, just rec- urbia" solution to the crime prBut I feel it is impossible not to ently, up on the right, on a hill- oblem also is subject to West'
be a little forgiving toward any top, is a new 21-story hotel, the Third Law of Dynamic Frustratstudio that can surround its pro- Sheraton-Universal.
ion.
duct-film-with that very special
Most suburbanites are comHOLLYWOOD
(Lel)
Hollywood glamor.
muters. If they think the rush
You hear an awful lot about Groucho Marx makes a rare film hour traffic is bad now, watt
Filmtown being a rather dull appearance in Otto Preminger'e until they are converge on the

,HRAtg;

•Glamor Of
Hollywood
Is Weapon
c‘.
e, designed to give a
ent, goes through its
by the legs of the
e file miles per hour.
O pounds across the
bricated the machine.

-.!

—4-Flying Nickel

:odern, super jetliners, capof carrying from 360'to 40o
angers, require about 10,000
ids of nickel in alloy form
engines, landing gear, engine
nts, thrust- reversers end
ellaneous pressure tubing.*
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• TV-CAMEOS: Tlx Lennon Sisters

BOB/

The Girls Hit It Big—And Plan a Walkout

NOODLE,
IF MUSHROOM,
LE-BEEF

5-Piece Place Setting
of Stainless Tableware

A Stainless
Steel Knife

or

Pon 290
49°
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When the four Lennon girls toped their upcoming TV special lest August, Jame (et r.; ethers in ardor
Diann*, Kathy and Peggy) was mese months pregnant—se these "(newly" shifts tame In handy
—but between Janet, Kathy, Welk Jr., who went to the same
By MEL HEINER
COME MAY 6, the Lennon Peggy and Dianne. there are school that she did, and after
sisters will be starred in their four happy marriages and nine he heard them sing, he ineiegIed
very own ABC-TV hour-long children already. . and they're them up to his house one day
special. Come next September, ,,not about to bring up their kids when "Dad is sick in bed with
a cold and can't get away; he'sthe Lennon sisters will be out of a vaudeville trunk.
"I know I speak for all of a captive audience."
starred in their own Friday
night series in the prime time us," Janet says, "because we're
On his bed of pain and snifof 10 to 11 (ESTO. Life is a our own closest friends. None fles, Lawrence Sr. heard them,
glorious cycle of song, as Doro- of us is a party-goer and our phoned his musical director, had
thy Parker once wrote, and idea of a wild night on the town the girls sing over the phone to
everything is beautiful pie in is to go out to dinner. We're the latter—and signed them.
the sky for the lovely Lezusons, exactly the name size, dress- "We were fortunate," Janet
wise (although our figures are says. "Mr. Welk was very conTheir goal is in eight.
That goal—fasten your seat a bit different) and our personal siderate—we're still the best of
tastes in life and living are t friends—and scheduled rehearbelts—la to quit.
• • •
lot alike."
sals around our school hours,
The retirement goal is about our proms, our graduations,
"EVEN AFTER 12 years with
Lawrence Welk, and the sub- three to four years in the off- etc."
ecquent months of guest shots ing. "We left the Welk show
• • p
aka personal appearances and after a dozen years," Janet
Istrgoa LENNON admits with
so on," says blonde Janet Len- says, "because we thought that
non, "show business just isn't striking out on our own, we a grin that she and her sisters,
In our blood. We don't have per- could become better known and and maybe a lot of their listenformers for our friends and make higher salaries—and be ers, are squares. "I know it
none of us really likes the lime- that much closer to settling Isn't 'in' to be square," she
for the wife-and-mother, P.T.A. says, "but you know, I really
light
think that the majority of the
"When the time come, that bit."
The Lennone began in Venice, people, as hip as they may try
we can afford to quit, it'll be
wonderful. It'll be just like four Calif.—where Dianne and Janet to be, are square themselves,
typists who finally find that still live—where their father and deep down."
But only three, four more
*they can stop typing to make a three of his brothers once were
living. The four of us will just the singing Lennons who worked years of career? "Listen," Janet
melt away and become wives with Freddy Martin and his says patiently. "Our careers are
and mothers—which is all we orchestra and Paul Whiteman our families Singing is just a
There were 11 little Lennons in job" It may be that the four
really ever wanted, anyway."
The Lennons undoubtedly will all and the four oldest started Lennon girls are the smartest
continue to sing for their own performigg at church musicals show business performers ever
amazement, as the cliche has it Dianne was dating Lawrence to come into your living room.
Distributed by King Features Syndicate
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Metal Industry
Makes Changes
In Life Of Finns

New Outlook
The arrival of the metal and
machinery industries and the development of smaller industries
have brought a change in 'the_4
outlook of the area.
No longer do all roads lead
south where the raw material
is made into finished prodoctk
Now there are roads leading
west, to the Finnish ports and
abroad to carry finished products to the world.
Schauman, which
dominates the area's wood industry has expanded its chipboard and ply wood branches
and has built the largest doot
t.ry iu N.L.rti.ern Europe.
Other firms have begun making furniture, hockey sticks., toys
and other finlised wood product:- for sale abroad. .
Between 1964 and 1968 export sales jumped from 1 million marks (S238,000 dollars)
to 3.5 million 'lurks (3933.000
dollars).

C

SAVE
YOUR FAVORITE SOFT

,
STIIE MIS: 9 AM
lay - Closed Sally.
SHOP AND SAVE

ault
4liere is not that kind of
jealousy. Good investments are
always good investments and if
it is good for them it is good
For the wood men," the spokesman said.
Small industries have also
benefited. In 1964 they sold
inhed products worth only
8.8 million marks (at that time
$2.7 million). By 1968 this
figure had jumped to 20 million
($4.8
Tourism and fish farming are
two small 'industries pining in
importance

(Reg. 53')
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FRESH CRISP

Princeton University sophomore
Hobbit t
P?iiliarchasee
above.. nephew of former
President Lyndon Johnson, is
charged in Princeton. N.J
along with companion Gregory Traverton of Denver.
Coin, with breaking into a
liquor store across the street
from the campus Police say
Bobbitt. 21. and Treverton.
22, broke a window of the
store :ind were loading tiquor
bottles into imitco...*

COMET
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and S5 00 or More
Purchase
833 1 -oz
box
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28ct

6 born* carton
10-oz. bottlos
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With Coupon
and 55 00 Or More
Purchase
10-oz bottles
6-bottle carton

Little Jealousy
Surprisingly there is little jealousy among the wood people
over the progress of metals and
machines industry.
Speaking of the wood industry a schauman spokesman
said, "1 think it is not our
whole future. We must have
the chemical isidirstry and the
metal indentry."
He did not complain about
the government's plans to make
heavy investment rn_other._ industries with money gleaned by
an export levy, money that
largely came from the wood in-

APRlisl. Die

•

By HAROLD H. MARTIN
JYVASKYLA,Finland (UPI)For most of the past century
the smell of new hewn wood
and new sawn lumber has been
as common here as milk and
butter but new seitells are taking
their place with the old.
Since 1837. when the town
was founded, the "green gold,"
as Finland fondly calls its for
eat, has heid economic dominance.
But now metals and machine
industries are making inroads.
Twenty-fne years ago the
logs to lumber industry nipported most of the town's 8,000
people.
Nowthere are nearly 60.000
people and IvaInlet, a stateowned tractor factory, is the
nirgest employ er with nearly
4.000 workers.
The wood industry still
Noakes 40 per cent of the area's
mone% but the metals and machinery industry has 30 per cent
and furniture and chocolates 25
per cent.
"In the near future the metal
industry will gain and the gap
Will bn closed in 10 years,"
a
local
banker predicted
recently.
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/on what the author describes as
the easy temptation
lifttthe "public man."
sardonic comment andW.li
placed each man in the hill93ki• "It is not a couch or a keycal context of a country wheel hole probe, but an analysis of
evolving religious attitudes Wave a unique show business career,
been publicly stern and ISM- viewed in the context of the
pular arts of our time," he
vateLy permissive.
Donald E. Molten (UM says. "It is neither an etching
limned in acid nor a portrait
•
•
•
•
ainted In oils, but a blackloft Underbelly, by TruM. and-white drawing of a rebull Higgins (Macmillan $6.11)
arkable man and his world."
An analysis of what may hese
Shaw follows Sinatra, song
been America's most unneoesby song, movie by movie and
*117 campaign of World War II marriage
by marriage, up the
—the invasion of Italy.
.` • years from the skinny kid who
Higgins, one of the more re- made the bobbysoxers swoon
sPected of American minter/ during World War II to today's
historians, digs into the Melt- wealthy, powerful "chairman of
terranean campaign in with* the board."
the British admittedly, in VitaSinatra's personality does not
aton Churchill's phrase, FeeY
have "led the Americans down inspire neutrality. The people
who know him tend either to
the garden path."
like him a lot or to hate him.
Churchill claimed "the gar- Shaw, whose personal contacts
den path was strewn witti with Sinatra do not seem to
peaches, nectarines and othite have been extensive, belongs
treasures" ignored by Britain's in the first category.
partner. For the Americans. led
That is not to say that he
by Army Chief of Staff Gen.
to conceal the over-reacSPLASHDOWN AND CAKE--Ending their nearly-perfect, 10-day Earth orbit, the three
George C. Marshall, yearned to tries
Apollo 9 astronauts went through a "Mack Sennett" comedy routine (left) after splashspend their fighting power else- tions sometimes produced by
Sinatra's hairtrigger temper
down, and received that cake they dreamed about, aboard the pickup carrier USS Guadalwhere. But it was not a miliand his burning impatience, but
canal (right, from left Russell Sehvveickart, David Scott and James McDivitt). At the
tary decision. Politics dictated
,he does give his subject the
left, Scott sprawls headlong into a raft (top); Schweickart follows with a belly flop
the campaign.
till benefit of any doubt there
icentery;•and McDivitt emerges from the space capsule as the wind upends one raft.
In early 1942 Britain had
Could possibly be.
tie power to engage in milder
propop-music
Shaw
is
a
attacks against Adolf Hitler',
fessional, a former publishingEurope. Her money was long
company executive with a cougone. Her generals, her pol1Uple of composing credits who
clans and her people rememhas written and lectured exbered the giant daily casualty
jazz and populists of World War l's trench tensively about
lar music.
warfare (60,000 Britons dying
His previous works include a
in a single day). Britain still
was the major warrior in the novel, "The Money F ,ng.- and
allied army in Europe but "Belafonte: An Unauthorized
America was growing steadily; Biography."
Doug Anderson (UPI
each GI sent to Europe lessened
British political influence that
much.
BEST SELLERS
Unable to withstand Pres14,
(UPI)
dent Franklin D. RooseveltS,
ICemse‘led by relltleliere' waren
pressure for some major safari
---,the Americans wanted a .11:.
Day landing in France as early AIRPORT—Arthur Halley
SALZBURG CONNECTION-as 1I43—the British summoned THE-Helen
blaclunes
their logic and their wiles and' PRESERVE AND PROTECT—
1.
Alien Drury
led the allies into the Mediter- TRUE
ORrr--Charlea Portia
ranean
, COUPLIIII—John UpdikeImo—
TISTD.10ICY OF TWO
The argument that Italy was
Taylor Caldwell
the soft underbelly of Hitler's, TEE SENATOR—Drew Pearson
THE HURRICANE YEARS—
Europe did not hold water. It
Cameron Hawley
led to no German disaster. It RED SKY AT MORNING—
Mellen! Bradford
did not help tile Normandy HEAVEN HELP MP—Herbert Tarr
landings when they came in
Nonfiction
1944. It did not give the allies THE MONEY GAME—Adam Smith
the political jump into the Bal- THE RICH AND THE SUPER-RICH—
Ferdinand Lundberg
kans, ahead of the Russians.
THE AMERICAN CHALLEN9E
J. Servan-Schrelber
There were some side beneIBERIA—James A. Klehener
fits. says Higgins. For one, the arrwagn PARENT AND CHILD-Haim 0 Ginott
British used the opportunity to
SIXTY YEARS ON THE
EIEMOIRS
smash a Communist gra.b for
FIRING LINE- Arthur Krock
ELECTRIC
KOOL-AID
ACID
1WE
Power in Greece in 1945.
"MIT—Thomas Wolfe
The trip up the road to TEZ CASE AGAINST CONGRESS—
Drew Pearson and Jack Anderson
Rome, argues Higgins, was un- OP DIAMONDS AND DIPLOMATS—
Letitia BaldrIdge
necessary. His book makes a
THE utorrr PEOPLE-good cage.
Stephen BIrmlinging
•
-r.se
11D1
It might be difficult going for
those who prefer anecdotes of
• min ow.*
•
• 41.1. Eno •an
Willie and Joe and Ike and
4=1•11.1,
do •
•
Winnie up front. But it is short,
terse and to the point, as are
the briefs of all good prosecur
tors.
:n::
Richard H. Growald (UPI)
:
:•
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BOTH PATIENTS DOING JUST FINE Sharon Vinick. 7, Sunnyvale, Calif., checks the "heart
beat" of her most prized possession, a stuffed animal named George, before leaving the
hospital at. Stanford 'University where she underwent open heart surgery. She insisted that
George go to surgery with her. When she regained consciousness, she discovered that
doctors also had "operated" on George complete with sutures and bandage
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lir United Press International
Government of the United
God in the White Homo—
States of America is not, in any
The Faiths of the American sense, founded
upon the ChrisPresidents, by Edmund Fuller
tian religion"
and David E. Green (Crown
That may be a correct Con415.95 : In drawing up a treaty
Involving Mediterranean trade stitutional point, but the fact
with the Moslem state of Tri- remains that U.S. pollUcal and
social history has been wrapped
poli in 1796, President George
Washington noted that "the In Christianity and the 35 U.S.
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Volkswagen brings you
an exciting old idea.

Of
Mes

,nd,.. 190
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We don t expect a stanctwg ovat,cm.
But we do think our belated automatic transissionsdeserves at least a smattering of applause.
After all, it does let you drive without shifting
and still get up to 25 miles per gal. (You ,know
What rovenous appetites other automatics hove.)
It does have the fewest moving parts of any 3'
Speed automatic. (You know how depressing
tronsmission repair bills can bd.)
It does offer you he lightest, most compoct 3speed automatic transmission you can buy. (You
know how on automatic can 'hide the oomph out
of a car.)
•
And where-can you find our latest triumph;
In the Volkswagen Squaretiock Sedan and the
Volkswagen Fastback Sedan.
Now do you feel
'like applauding;
Thank you,
thank you very
much.
•Oreoftel

Carroll Volkswagen, Inc.
Chestnut Street
RE1233
—

Murroy,KentuCky
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Watah this Space!
Coming to Murray Soon,
the Cure for the 'BUG:

Presidents themselves ranged
from philosophical deists to
rock-bound Calvinists.
God in the White House is
more than a book about the
presidents' religious
beliefs,
however. It offers finely drawn
vignettes of their characters in
which humanistic actions speak
louder than pious pronounceThe Rich: Are They Differments, and it underlines the
fact that, while some presidents ent? by George Kirstein
may have been short on prayer. (Houghton Mifflin $5.95): No
the White House has yet to be matter what you may think of
occupied by the religious fa- the very wealthy, there is no
natic or the secret atheist.
denying that they are fascinatThe authors offer a religious ing. What they do or don't do
boxscore on the Presidents: 6 is always news, and the public
Episcopalians, 6 Presbyteriana, Is hungry for all the details—
5 Unitarians. 2 Dutch Re- Jackie and Aristotle Onassis.
formed. 2 Methodists, 2 Disci- for instance.
ples of Christ (Christian
In many ways the rich are
Church), 2 Baptists, 1 Congre- not as free as the not-so-wellgationalist, 1 Quaker, 1 Roman off, but they occupy a unique
Catholic. and 8 unaffiliated. position in being completely
though worshipping In various free economically.
churches.
The purpose of this book is
From George Washington, an to examine what effect this
Episcopalian pariah vestryman economic freedom to do anywho steadfastly avoided receiv- thing or nothing has on human'
ing communion, to the un- behavior. Since multi-millionorthodox, but deep religious aires differ from each other as
spirit of Abraham Lincoln the widely as lesser folk, there is no
book reveals the. traditionally easy answer.
American suspicion of Pomp
Many of the wealthy, Kerand ritual,
stein points out, work at their
Although damned by many jobs just as hard as anyone
of higi more pious contempo- else. The difference is that they
raries as irreligious, Thomas don't have to, and are merely
Jefferson compiled a book on exercising personal choice.
the teachings of Jesus, and in
Styles of wealthy behavior
doing so, criticized "Pistol:lists" too have changed. Affluent
and "preachers of the gospel" Americans of not so long ago
who "have compounded from
the heathen mysteries a system built pretentious town houses,
beyond the comprehension of sailed extravagant yachts and
man, of which the great re- employed large staffs on
their
former of the ethics and deism huge country estates.
of the Jews, were he to return
Today they shun the vain
to earth, would not recognize
diaplay, having come to recogone feature."
nise "what the aristocratic rich
Lincoln, exasperated by visit- of other countries had long
ing clergymen who told him the known — namely, that luxury
Lord had advised them on what has more to do with taste
than
actions Lincoln must take, fi- with expenditure and
that
nally told them: "I hope It will physical comfort may be better
not. be irreverept for'me to say served by simplicity than by
that if it Is probable that God ostentation."
would reveal his will to others.
But Kirstein does more than
on a point so connected to my
duty. it might be supposed he generalise. He has researched
his subject well and much of
would reveal it directly to me."
his more interesting findings
Warren O. Harding, the came from the
wealthy themsmall town "booster" who beselves in personal interviews.
came president, perhaps carried
As to an answer to the queshis American religious noncon- tion: Are the rich different?
formity to its heights of busi- Eirtein indicates that
they are,
ness glory when he explained: but not in an easily defined
"American business is not • manner — they simply have
monster, but an expression of a enough money—whatever that
God-given impulse to create, may mean.
and the savior and guardian of
Irving M. Peck (Um)
our happiness, of our homes
and of equal opportunity for all
Sinatra: Twentieth Century
. We cannot get
in America
on all alike or be regarded pre- Romantic, by Arnold Shaw.
cisely alike. God Almighty (Holt, Rinehart and Winston.
never intended it to be so else 85.951: Frank Sinatra is an entertainment phenomenon. a
towering talent both as a singer
He had made us all alike"
and actor He has left sonic
God in the White House,
Pretty impressive footprints In
with Its smooth-flowing narra-•
the sands of the past 25 )111.8/AL
tive, is an excellent reference
This Is an exhaustive reporr
work Its authors have avoided
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gray without changing
your natural hair color!
91.75
Value

FULL PINT
$1.59
Value
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NOW IN 2 FLAVORS!
Regular and New Mint

Mello Mist
Hair Spray
RAYET1E
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mist

Soft-Styling Mist
Spray never loses Its
- hold — yet never lets
you know it's there!
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- 99* Value -*
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TEIR LEDOKS

"SHIRTSLEEVE WARRIORS"
THE BATTU SCENES in South Vietnam are some
2.000 Americans- -Agency for International Developinent
'field workers—called "Shirtsleeve tVamors7 who are striving to make a better life possibfor for the people there. In
the 44 provinces are educators. farmers, nurses, engineers
and others teething the Vietnamese how to do things and
better ways to cid things they already are doing

Here are

some of the AID field workers on the job

TJME8.MUIAZ. MINT

can cure me of muttering.
Staggering Variety

one that 11111 mow no argosies
from me. I'm U thankful as
Urns for the development at
It was the staggering variety modern "miracle" drugs, mich
of medical examioatioe they re. as Bromo Seltzer and llesthelas
calved that caused me to take ty- turn.
pewriter in hand and nostalgically lament the scarcity of gee. The fact remains , however,
eral practitionen - the storied that a vast miming' at
medicos of yore who were all- respond very well to chidlia
purpose healers - who ran the •oth and hot eater bodies.This,
WASHINGTCri UPI - During gamut from handnalls
to hero. I might add, is not Met a lay.
the taxable year of 1968, it was Ms.
man's opinion.
my good fortune not to have been
Well, as you travel alonglife'S
I motional the matter this
attended by a single physician. highway you quickly learn
that
one man's nostalgia is amain week to Maynard!.lbsplra,presI have, bowever, a awe aim man's throwback
tarot at the Americas Academy
to the dark of
two children who were afflicted
Genial Prudes, who vas
Agee.
by an assortment of maladies, The
ink was hardly on my Ia Iowa to testily at a ileeste
all minor and mostly of the type peroration
hearing.
before I received a
that any good quack could handle. letter from
the wife of an orth- He agreed with me that chickIn compiling their medical ex- weak surgeon defending the ad. en broth and hot water betties
penses the other day for purpos- vent and proliferation of medical still have 1101110 relevantcy in
therapeuticif.
es of income tax evasion, I was specialists.
pained to note that the three of It Is the specialist, she vowec4,
Dr. Shapiro, by the way, also
them were treated by a total of who is largely responsible Mr
medical progress. But for speol Is concerned over the
eight different doctors.
scarcity
ialLsts,
she averred, patients wo- of family physicians. In a sub.
"Holy mustard plaster" I mu.
tiered. "I wonder what the total uld still be treated with "chick- sequent dispatch, I shall relate
would have been if one of us had en broth and hot water bottles." bow he hopes to solve the Web.
Lem.
been really sick."
No Argument
Meanwhile, lake two aspirins
Pretty soon, I sippose,
have to try to find a doctor who
A salient point certainly, and and get lots of bed rest.

The Family
No Help On
Income Tax
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COMPANY CAR - Alex Lee Carocci, 20, failed to
negotiate a curve in the road and ended
up in the living room of Blaine
Doyle in Belle Vernon, Pa. The Doyles were out
when
the car CarfIC hurtling into the house.
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Chuck Husick of Bre:oklyn, N.Y.. shows a lad I. the Long
Xuyen trade school in Mekong Delta hovi to run potter saw.
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Georg, iCoagrote of (*literals demonstrates first aid on a
little boy's cut finger in refugee. camp in Phu Yes Pros lure.
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GOOD GRIEF!
THE BM BARON IS COMING!
fill STEAL TR NEW IONIA FOR HART'S WHITE BREAMI

Agrieldtaral ex pert Vesagatart Mapleton se TIPpleka,
then farmer in
Province. ISO mass issirthaint Of fierlgm, pointers on hos to grew beans to seekd

WINS APPROVAL

Snoopy is flying his Sopwith Camel to
help deliver the new Hart's White Bread.

First Draftee
M.D.

1 tYRK (UPI) - Jay

bersvanger. Iniversity of
NEW YORK
- Policeman /go hallibse it. was chosen by
Alfred A. Mason, 37, appealing Philadelphia in 1936 to Isehis dismissal from the force I...me the first man evef. pecked
because he lived with his girl- in a National
thaN league
friend, claimed the relationship plater draft
did not affect performance of
his duties and was not contrary
Monster Mowers
to existing Morals.
The Appeals Court apparently

agreed. It reduced his dismissal
to a five-day suspension.

"9.

Moonbound Electricity
Project Apollo's fuel cell powei
plants,equipped with pike nickel
electrodes, will provide from 50ii
to 2.00o 'setts of electricity 'for
the spacecraft.

million.pound crawlerA
transporter moves the Project
Apollo spacecraft • and rocket
from the assembly building to
the launch site at • maximum
.peed.of one mik per houit'lt r.
quires more than 2 million
pounds of nickel alloys to provide the toughness and strength
required in gears, guide tubes,
shoes and other components.

But the cursed Red Baron got wind of
the new formula for Hart's. His spies
told him it makes Hart's more tender,
more tempting and more nice. So he's

flying here now! In his bright
red Fokker tri-winged
airplane! To steal the new
formula!
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He wouldn't dare.
Would he?
(To be continued)
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MORE TENDER,
MORE TEMPTING,
MORE NICE

NEW HART'S BREAD
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